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<i © «FOR VICTORY; 
|/—F vu ae gf i= «i qo eh /J-—!— - . WITH TIMKEN |, 

HEA SE gs TE Ley ES BEARINGS 1 
- ce a >> YO 

iia Vetery for the United Nations in the war 
lL will, t0 a great extent, be a victory for American 

engineering and incidentally, for Timken Tapered 
Roller Bearings. v 

Many lessons will be learned from experience gained 
in designing war equipment and the machines that 

ieee cacitecusen Bearing, a8) used tn make it—lessons that you will profit by in future years 
when your student days are over and you are called 

LAAKEN jg upon to take an active part in the tremendous work 
A a a of world reconstruction. 

7 QIN —/ Among other things you will find—as thousands of ex- 
aKEN “a >» a perienced engineers already have proved—a thorough : pp “ _ , YASS knowledge of Timken Bearings and their application as 

Lik di Se > \s wm) useful as your slip stick. It will enable you to meet i, ee 4 . . Pp. rion ig \ — every bearing requirement completely and soundly. 
rip we Ve. é \ \ We will be glad to help you with your bearing pro- 

: a | | LA blems at any time. 

oo Ww. THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING 
Wo \ a al COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 

x Ve sit ql Ve TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 
Ny ~~. J nn 4 Manufacturers of Timken Tapered Roller Bea ings for automobiles, motor Ne a — A oe trucks, rallied -cons and fosoenstives ma all Vinds <A lodustil ectn: 

“Sg a = ‘ ery; Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless Tubing; and Sa 
Timken Rock Bits.



“TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMMON DEFENSE, TO PROMOTE THE GENERAL WELFARE” 
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Bad medicine for big bombers 

Oo’ way to spoil a bomber’s aim is to This Westinghouse “know how” makes “Know how” will work for 

hang acurtain of steel over your ship itself felt wherever Westinghouse crafts- you again 

and dare him to come down through it. men build things. Whether for the com- ; 

3 5 We look forward to the day when we 

To get that curtain of steel up there mon defense or the general welfare, this san give Wolk far 

vuines-cuiake Anne tbl : “ how’ ia-doii# Jobs Tbe’sainae can give your home, your farm, or your 

requires quick-firing, flexible guns. now how” is loing a job. The same factory the full benefit of Westinghouse 

To the plant of the Westinghouse skill and ingenuity that made BO. MBDY “know how” again. To speed that day 

Electric Elevator Company the Navy, a splendid things for peacetime living are means just one thing to us: to produce, 

few months ago, brought its plans for now being applied to many important in ever increasing quantities, the tools 

such a gun. And to Westinghouse was war weapons. with which to get the victory job done. 

given the important job of building the 
a 

mounts that would control the aiming of ——— 

these batteries of quick-firing guns. 
i 

Proudly We Hail Our 600 

And the Navy said, “Well done!” 

TA. . . Weett . © No group at Westinghouse has met its butions to our country’s drive for victory. 

Today, over the ‘Westinghouse plant, responsibilities in our war effort with more ‘This year, hundreds who are now college 

there floats the Navy’s “E” pennant— zeal and ingenuity than the 600 young _ seniors will find at Westinghouse, as per- 

for excellence—eloquent testimony to engineers who only last year were your _ haps nowhere else, an opportunity to 

th a hich this Westingh college mates. Already, their work in re- apply their schooling and_ intelligence 

pe snieranswnl . nis; Wresting: Ouse search and design has made vital contri- toward winning the war. 

plant performed the job. How was this 

plant able to get into growing produc- 
= 

tion of these mounts so quickly? The \ N 7 e I ): 

answer lies in a Westinghouse character- e€ sting ous e QJ 

istic called “know how’’—the ability to 

get things done in the best possible way. “An Engineer's Company,” Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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HIS engine mount destined for over- acetylene flame, so varied are its useful } ‘| 
seas service on an American made applications in the metal working field, Wi 

fighter plane is being fabricated by the that it has long since been drafted into 
best known method of joining metal — service to speed defense by swiftly cut- Ml 
that is, by welding. For welding makes ting metal to close tolerances, by hard- 
equipment a homogeneous, permanent ening metal surfaces for longer wear, 
unit, light yet exceptionally strong. This by cleaning them for faster, longer-last- 
versatile process utilizes the Airco oxy- ing paint jobs, and by gouging metal 
acetylene flame to make design prob- with amazing speed and accuracy. 
lems vanish. It is applied rapidly and Ti costing booklet “Airco in the General Gffces: 
economically even under difficult shop News’ s| ows pictorially many ways 60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 
and field conditions. The apparatus in which Airco products and processes li Texas 
employed is simple, portable, easy to are being used to help industry speed Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co. 
operate. » » So versatile is the oxy- up production. Write for a copy. DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDING 
Page 2 
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Jerome E, Bamp 9 T, ° 9 

Editor a This Issue... 

Hersert A, BLockt Watrer H. Sprecen 

Associate Editor Business Manager 
At least five of the current ECMA maga- 

© zines carry articles about synthetic rubber. So 

do we. It seems that the question is not wheth- 

EDITORIAL STAFF er a synthetic rubber can be evolved, but 

ARNE V. LARSON m’43 ELGIN JACOBSON ch'44. ROGER ROBBINS e742 whether or not it can be put into production 

Alumni Notes Editorial Assistant Static in time to be of any avail. The government 

HOMER SCHNEIDER e"12 jONALD NILES m*tt LESTER ELMERGREEN e742 is pouring millions of the U. S. Mint’s specialty 

Advisory Editor Campus Notes ROY McINTOSH met “42 § ages py . . 

RALPH BAUER m4 - - . : Pc de into a subsidization program, designed to bring 
oH HARVEY JOHNSON mts BOB SHORT met “42 

Mlustrations Editor ARVE SON m’45 A we 
GORDON ERSPAMER min'l4 occ pese (ALFRED ADAMS ch't5 about effective production in the shortest pos- 

Editorial Assistant ROGER LESCOHIER ch’43 yoy ERWIN m'42 sible time. Page 5. 

PAT MARTIN ch'43. SEYMOUR SCHINASI m'45 ALFRED INGERSOLL 0742 

e 
The idea of driving an airplane without 

BUSINESS STAFF ee pene a a e ea at first 

thou: t. erhaps because al ows rive air- 

ORVAL SCHROEDER m'43 HENRY GEISLER m3 en Pe ve DONst en 

Advertising Manager Circulation Manager craft since the Wrights have used propellers. 

HARVEY SCHLINTZ e’42 DON CALDWELL ch’ BILL LEFFINGWELL m’'44 However, it can and is being done today— 

Advisory Manager JOHN CALDWELL ch'44. ART PETSCHEL c'43 with jets. A plane of Italian design, flown by 

WARREN BEYER ch'43 ROBERT DAANE m"43 DON COLBO m‘45 i . : 

DICK LEHMAN e°45, ROBERT BURGER ch'44 jet propulsion, has attained a speed of 130 

miles per hour, and the surface has just been 

e " 5 
scratched in the development of this form of 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS prime mover. John Erwin’s article on page 10 

J. B. KOMMERS, Chairman discusses the method of jet propulsion. 

W. K. NEILL, Adv. J. F, OESTERLE K. F, WENDT 
P. H. HYLAND R. A. RAGATZ J. E. BAIRD 
L. C. LARSON L. F. VAN HAGEN W. H. SPIEGEL The societies take up the next ten pages. A 

description of each one’s activities for the last 

year and of their plans for the next is includ- 
ed. We hope that the membership in these 

MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES itl na by L d fal d Z 
roups WL advance leaps an ounds nex! 

ASSOCIATED group ants . 
semester. Association with your professional 

ROBERT L. TAYLOR, National Chairman society is well worthwhile. 

Monsanvo Cuemica Company 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Arkansas Engineer Marquette Engineer Oklahoma State Engineer 
Colorado Engineer Michigan Technic Oregon State Technical Record What to do with old text books? Some sell 

Cornell Engincer Minnesota Techno-Log Pennsylvania Triangle 
Drexel Technical Journal Missouri Shamrock Purdue Engincer ’em; some keep ’em. To Sell or Not to Sell 

Mlinois Technograph Nebraska Blue Print Rose ‘Technic gives reasons for both sides. Don Niles is the 

Towa Engineer North Dakota Engineer Tech Engineering News 
Iowa Transit North Dakota State Engineer Villanova State Engineer author. Page 24. 

Kansas Engineer N. Y. U. Quadrangle Wayne Engineer 
Kansas State Engineer Ohio State Engineer Wisconsin Engineer 

National Advertising Representative 
Lrrrene-Munnray-Barnuitt, Inc. The regular features make up the rest of the 

101 Park Ave., New York book. The campus notes are especially full 

e this time. The humorous picture page is dedi- 

cated to the seniors who have gone through 

Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given. the mill. 

Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, 
Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate 
of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct, 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 

ry On the cover we have poor Emil, created by 

Bob Hodgell, toting an army rifle. The cover 

Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin picture is of the R.O.T.C. on maneuvers. 

Engineering Journal Assn., 356 Mechanical Engineering Bldg., Madison 

e 

wos : The frontispiece, courtesy Westinghouse, is 

Subscription Prices sue = Z a 
an artistic view of high power transmission 

$1.00 PER YEAR... —-SINGLE COPY 15c lines. 
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WHAT ABOUT SYNTHETIC RUBBER? 

dy Roger Lescohier ch '43 
Small Wustrations Courtesy Aero Digest 

S LONG as there was plenty of rubber around, no wires; rubber for balloons; for gasoline hoses and bullet- 

Avw cared much where it came from or what made proof tanks; for hydraulic brake lining and a host of 

it bounce. Now that we’re walking again, we’re won- other uses. The battleship North Carolina alone required 

dering what we can do to get tires back. eighty tons of rubber in her building. Five per cent of 

The American people have developed a genuine fond. oUt normal supply will cover about as much of our present 

ness for traveling around while sitting down—tires con- needs as a single tire patch does your ARREE tube. Obvwt: 

suming seventy per cent of the rubber produced. The ously something had to be done about it—and quickly. 

remaining thirty per cent of our normal annual consump- First we arranged for the maximum conservation of the 

tion of 600,000 tons is distributed among some 30,000 the rubber on hand; then we tried to figure out where to 

commodities, varying from rubber lined chemical process- get some more. In order that conservation of rubber 

ing vats to bathing suits and children’s toys. might be undertaken immediately after the outbreak of 

This 600,000 tons a year represents enough rubber to the war, the Office of Production Management issued sev- 

make a sidewall: aight feoe wide and two inches: thick eral orders: first, it froze all tire stocks; second, it limited 

around the earth at the equator without stretching either the ise iol tubes ea a beset snsranees; third, * dele’ 

the truth or the sidewalk. Since the Japanese started gated the Office of Brice ese esbanine to a cial e 

marching, we have been completely severed from ninety- present rationing of sie oe a stock-pile . = i 

five per cent of our crude rubber supply. At the same 0/000 fons sow ion and ue Present supply Is oh 

time, because of the war effort and in spite of civilian stock-pile plus whiae ip) How th consumpeony enough wit 

restrictions, our needs have increased. We must have careful planning to keep us going perhaps eighteen to 

; rubber tires for trucks and field artillery; rubber padding twenty-four months. ‘So much for conservation of present 
supplies. Where are we going to get more rubber? 

em ae <a Guayule Rubber 

: eon ’ There has been much in the press lately about rubber 

=. a from South and Central American plantations and from 

ay | the guayule bush growing in the Salinas Valley in Cali- 

7 i>. = : fornia. The guayule bush does yield a fluid similar to 

a et F latex from which rubber may be extracted. However, the 

- \ ; i AN ' guayule bush possesses the same drawback as rubber trees 

“A Pe | jie | —it must grow up before it yields rubber. It takes from 

A : ° a NN . “a _ ui Fes three to four years before a guayule shrub is large enough 

by > oO zeud to be harvested, and we can’t wait that long. Incidentally, 

: am eos se tC , guayule is harvested like sugar cane. It is cut off near 

yo E i or A mi - a é ! the ground, taken to a plant where it is masticated between 

| 1 tt “A, : ’ rollers, the juice being squeezed out and the husk dis- 

| YT thik a “Oo ie. carded. The rubber, which is in an aqueous suspension, 

| i dil r iy 2 is then extracted from the juice. 

\ edd bia eee The original rubber tree (Hevea braziliensis) was a 

native of Brazil. We might expect that it could be culti- 

: vated easily in its natural surroundings. Such is not the 

— case; the original rubber tree was adapted to growing in 

vo oe | a wild condition among many other types of tropical vege- 

4 tation. It has been found that when cultivated and thou- 

a sands of them grown in close proximity, the tree is sus- 

— ceptible to leaf blight. The development of a tree resistant 

Inspecting an _Ausieripor tee polit: fs Biel in appear- to this disease has lost valuable time; and because of this 

" unfortunate situation, the production of rubber in the 

Western Hemisphere has been limited. There are suc- 

for tank interiors; rubber engine mountings; rubber life cessful plantations in South America pioneered by Good- 

rafts; hundreds of miles of rubber insulations for electric year, Firestone, Ford, and others, but their contribution 

MAY, 1942 
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in the next few years will necessarily be small. It is appar- strength and elasticity. If nature does make rubber by ent that the only reasonable recourse left in this emer- polymerizing isoprene, she does it in an environment that gency is synthetic rubber. man has not been able to duplicate. Hence there is no Before considering the production of synthetic rubber, product that can be called synthetic rubber in the strict we should mention some of the characteristics and Prop- sense of the term. 
erties of the natural rubber that it is to replace. Rubber . . 5 oes Synthetic Elastomers is a hydrocarbon found as a colloidal suspension in the hesized, sci Scaled La tex Although rubber has never been synthesized, science 

eed . _ 1; has succeeded in producing polymeric substances differ- ee Ne ee solution which is, / 5 h- ii iw |: ee iF L extracted from 8 from rubber in chemical composition, but approac| | \ Ee em a 1) es ing it in physical properties far closer than polymerized Pas iced sy “a Lae): 1 ie the rubber tree. isoprene. Most people do not realize that literally hun- a’ | er) \ Nee t Hee Rubber may be dreds of elastomers (rubber-like products) have been 4 = ay Ne a Sy coagulated from studied in the laboratory and that at least ten different pe ' oa i “~ P its solution by kinds of synthetic rubbers have been developed which are om ms , sani " “ae, treatment with a both technically and economically practicable. There are 
f\ dilute acid such five different kinds in commercial production. They are: 

4 7 I Flas acetic acid or (1) Polymerized Butadiene: _ ke s ; | electrolytes like Formula CH»=CH—CH==CH: 
_ = calcium chloride. Butadiene is polymerized to a structure assumed to be Polymerizers with contvel panel The resultant (CH: =CH—CH=CH:)n where n is the number of 

in rear. coagulant is butadiene units in one unit of the polymer. Commercial washed and dried; then various treatments may be ap- polymerization is carried on by holding butadiene at a plied. The product may be bleached and dried in air, in slightly elevated temperature for several days in the pres- which case crepe is the result, or it may be smoked and ence of a catalyst, metallic sodium. To the best of our the resulting substance will be of proper consistency for knowledge, all of the Russian synthetic rubber is of this vulcanization. The latter treatment is more common for sort. Minor quantities of a similar product were produced we find most of the imported rubber already treated in in Germany before the war, but it was reported from Ger- this manner. Various substances, such as sulfur and many in the summer of 1939 that they had decided to other activators are added to the crude rubber before vul- drop production of this type in favor of the inter poly- canization to produce a stable adaptable form of Proc- mers of butadiene with styrene, and vinyl cyanide.” essed rubber. (2) Buna S.: 
Natural rubber is composed of long molecular chains This product, made by the inter-polymerization of buta- formed of links of five-carbon units. The units are known diene and styrene, was developed by the I. G. Farben- 

as isoprene, the type of chain structure as polymer. Un- industrie A. G. and had been produced by them in Ger- vulcanized rubber is believed to consist of fibrous material many since 1935. It is believed that this product accounts in which the fibers are oriented parallel to each other, but for more than ninety-five per cent of the German syn- loosely held together. Vulcanization apparently causes an thetic rubber production. Polymerization is effected by additional lateral linkage which strengthens the general emulsifying butadiene and styrene in water with soap or structure and renders the rubber more serviceable.! a synthetic emulsifying agent and holding the emulsion 
Polymerized Isoprene at a slightly elevated temperature for several days. There As far back as 1879, a Frenchman, Gustave Bouchardat, is no substantial produced a substance remotely resembling natural rubber _ a _ : production by polymerizing isoprene. He postulated that natural rub- Ls ne. of this type of ber might be a polymer of isoprene. Later investigators | } ; synthetic rubber have substantiated his assumption by identifying the | ‘ 3% in the United chemical derivative of rubber that points to this structure. x pod ml States today. We do not know how nature synthesizes rubber nor are cr a ae However, plants we certain that the monomer isoprene is the unit polymer- Cc ie os are now being ized. We know something about the non-hydrocarbon : wn — constructed with constituents of rubber, the sugars, proteins, and resins. 4 government cap- Some of these substances serve as protective colloids to | ee ital, and a large stabilize the emulsion while the nitrogen compounds serve i : expansion : to prevent oxidation. Vat of solution of raw synthetic of these plants is Though it has been more than sixty years since isoprene rubber after coagulation. bein g contem- was first polymerized to produce a substance remotely plated even before the original construction has been resembling rubber, no one has yet been able to discover completed.” 

the conditions for polymerizing isoprene which will yield (3) Buna N or Perbunan: This product, made by the a product that even closely resembles natural rubber in interpolymerization of butadiene and vinyl cyanide was 

Page 6 
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also developed by the German I. G., having been first emulsions of butadiene or the mixed emulsions of buta- 

announced in 1935. Since the start of the war in Europe, diene with styrene or vinyl cyanide. The time of poly- 

merization depends upon the nature of the 

SOME SYNTHETIC RUBBERS ASSOCIATED WITH PETROLEUM emulsifying agent and other components of 

the system; and is normally only a few 

RAW_ MATERIALS LAO) T= Faas hours. 

BUTADIENE BUTADIENE POLYMER It should be pointed out that such names 

ian LAL LL AL 4 H uy Ly as neoprene, Buna S, and Buna N are in 

tal al adh AGO Cia Gm C-C=C-C— reality generic terms since there are many 

H Lal Lal ais) H modifications of each of these products. 

STYRENE & BUTADIENE oats enced a Their properties vary over a wide range 

aa depending upon the environment in which pending upo e m in whic 

Ln a H H HH HH HHH H : ‘ 

(hoes pig see ae isel (anor cries they are polymerized and, in the case of the 

= Cage nae tal hes ae Buna’s, upon the ratio between the quanti- 

@ Ly uJ a O al al H ties of the two constituents. Polymerization 

a Re Se a a a catalysts are commonly employed which are 

ACRYLONITRILE ACRYLONITRILE - BUTADIENE il idizi ts. When polymeriza- 
usually oxidizing agents. en polyme 

AND BUTADIENE COPOLYMER : A 5 . 
tion has been carried to the desired point, 

HY Hl : the emulsion is coagulated by some con- 

Ip a Gl Wy Wy DD venient means such as the addition of an 

eG GaSe oa Oe G2O- oS acid or an electrolyte, as was mentioned for 

OTE a lee Ue ape ope ete eee alee pice nla natural rubber. Stabilizers, such as the sec- 

ISOBUTYLENE AND BUTYL RUBBER ondary amines, may be added to prevent 

BUTADIENE further polymerization.” 

H Li It might reasonably be asked, “Why 

Loman! LA La HG ala) A make so many different kinds of synthetic 

Gs c eS c-Cc= ¢ ae om cf a -c=c- a rubber? Why not standardize upon one 

ay ia H H the H H kind and so facilitate production?” The 

H H answer is simple. The production of a num- 

ber of synthetic rubbers is necessary because 

—Courtesy Oil and Gas Journal no single product possesses exactly the 

production has been undertaken in this country and is properties of natural rubber. Most of the synthetic rub- 

commercially sold under a variety of names, including the bers are superior to natural rubber in some respects, but 

German name, Perbunan. The various brands are not in other respects they may be inferior. 

identical, differing slightly in the ratio in which the two 

components are present; and presumably in the nature of Physical Properties 

the emulsifying agent; polymerization, catalysts, etc.” The sodium polymerized butadiene polymer, as made in 

(4) Polysulfide Rubbers: These products have been Russia and formerly in Germany, is inferior to natural 

made commercially in the United States since 1930 by rubber in practically all respects and is inferior to the 

the Thiokol Corporation and more recently similar prod- Buna S, Buna N and neoprene types. It may safely be 

ucts have been made in Germany. They differ from the said that its large-scale production is possible only when 

other synthetic rubbers in that they are made not by poly- it is shielded from competition with natural rubber and. 

merization but by the condensation of an organic dihalide the other synthetics. 

with sodium polysulfide. The condensation is carried out The Buna S type displays properties quite similar to 

in an aqueous medium with the chlorine of the dihalide those of natural rubber when compounded with carbon 

and the sodium atom of the polysulfide combining to form black. This ingredient is universally used in all tire tread 

salt, which is removed by washing.” compounds made from natural rubber. However, when 

(5) Neoprene: This synthetic rubber, made by the poly- compounded without carbon black, Buna S is inferior to 

merization of 2-chlorbutadiene, was invented in the lab- natural rubber in tensile strength and in elasticity. It 

oratories of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company in would not make good rubber bands or elastic garments. 

the late 1920’s, and the first plant for its commercial pro- The Buna N or Perbunan type is markedly superior to 

duction was completed in 1931. Chlorbutadiene, more natural rubber in certain respects, especially in its resis- 

commonly knwn as chloroprene, is made by the addition tance to deterioration by oils and solvents. By reason of 

of hydrogen chloride to monovinylacetylene under the _ its superior properties the I. G. Farbenindustries was able 

influence of a cuprous chloride catalyst. Monovinyl- before the war to produce it not only for use in their own 

acetylene is made by the condensation of two molecules closed economy, but also to find a substantial export mar- 

of acetylene. Chloroprene is polymerized by emulsifying ket at a price several times higher than that of natural 

in water with soap or a synthetic emulsifying agent. The rubber. An example of the oil resistance of the Buna type 

resultant emulsion polymerizes much more rapidly than rubbers is shown by a test run by the B. F. Goodrich Com- 
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pany on a miniature tire of Ameripol, the product of B.F. how soon and at what cost? Indications are that if we 
Goodrich and Phillips Petroleum Company. The test are willing to spend enough time and money we can even- 
tire, and a similar sample of natural rubber were im- tually become independent of natural rubber supplies. 
mersed in oil at 160° F. After two weeks’ immersion, the Whether we can do so before our present reserves are 
natural rubber had swelled 40//. in diameter and increased exhausted, and so prevent curtailment of war equipment 
180/% in volume. The synthetic tire showed no effects requiring rubber, it is difficult to foresee. 
and retained its original dimensions. The government has just recently embarked upon a 

The neoprenes have mechanical properties quite comp- project for producing rubber, the magnitude of which 
arable to those of natural rubber whether vulcanized in a staggers the imagination. Under contract now are plans 
pure gum type of formulation or compounded with car- calling for a yearly production of synthetic rubber total- 
bon black as for tire treads. They are superior to natural ing 600,000 tons or about twenty times our capacity. This 
rubber in resistance to deterioration by sunlight, heat and will utilize some 1,925,000 gallons of petroleum fractions 
oils; and due to their chlorine content, are relatively non- per day and will cost anywhere from $700,000,000 to one 
inflammable. billion dollars. This program was begun only after public 

The polysulfide rubbers are superior to all the other opinion and the fortunes of war forced the government 
synthetics in resistance to swelling by oils. They are quite to take decisive measures. 
tesistant to oxidation deterioration, which property they Before the War 

share with the neoprene and Perbunan a However, Prior to Pearl Harbor the rubber industry had found 
they are quite inferior to natural fu nS in tensile i almost impossible to create on the government’s part 
strength and in elastic RECOVERY, especialy at elevated any active interest in synthetic rubber. In the summer of temperatures. Despite these shortcomings, their excellent 1940, Standard Oil, Goodyear, Goodrich, and Firestone 

oil Fesistance has enabled them to find a substantial com- approached the National Defense Advisory Committee 
mercial market. . . with proposals to make 108,000 tons of synthetic rubber 
Now that we have SESMIAD 3 general way, something o yearly. The corporations had already invested millions in 

the nature and Eepatice ot the synthetics and "5, need the developmental work and desired government loans 
for na about their alge sadle Brescia Is it for expansion. But Jesse Jones thought the possibility of 
feasi ef at raw materials are required? Can we ever a rubber shortage too remote and the cost of producing become independent of our natural rubber supply? If so, (continued on page 34) 
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, a —Courtesy Oil and Gas Journal Close-up showing curds which rise to top of solution. Note stretching of one of these raw particles. 
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ENGINEERS’ GOVERNMENT 

Polygon see November, and a St. Pat’s dance for March. Also under 

consideration for next year are a hobby show, an all- 

Polygon is the coordinating group for activities between engineering picnic, and an engineers’ day. Polygon is 

the professional societies. The board consists of one elect- looking for more ideas. If you have any suggestions for 

ed representative from each of the six societies. They any engineering activities, see one of the board members 

sponsor such activities as dances, smokers, expositions, 6, drop this magazine a fires 

St. Pat elections, and other social activities which affect 

the entire engineering college. 

During the past year, Polygon has sponsored a dance ° 

and a smoker in the fall, and the button and ticket sales 

a election of St. Pat and the St. Pat’s dance this The Presidents’ Council a 

Polygon was financially successful due to the excellent This is a new organization formed a month ago to talk 

turnout at the St. Pat’s dance that more than made up over the problems that confront the presidents of the pro- 

for the deficit from the other activities. Because there fessional engineering societies. Te is a discussion group 

was no exposition this year and it is doubtful if there will CONSISEDS of the presidents of the ss enginceling SOCIes 

be another one for some time, they have invested $370 in ties and the editor of the Wisconsin Engineer, who acts 

a $500 war bond that will mature in twelve years. They as secretary. 

also sent part of the money from the profits of the but- The presidents have agreed upon a standard meeting 

ton sales back to the various societies. night for all of the societies and they desire closer co- 

operation between the groups by sponsoring joint meet- 

FINANCIAL REPORT OF POLYGON ACTIVITIES ings. Next year, each society will hold its regular busi- 

April 29, 1941 .. . October 15, 1941 ness meeting on the second Wednesday of each month 

Disbursements Income and will have a joint meeting with one or more of the 

Balance on hand. April 29, 1941 $1,605.99 other societies on the fourth Wednesday. The joint 

Exposition income, May, 1941 23.65 meetings will depend upon which of these societies will 

Exposition expenses, May, 1941 —.... $ 276.41 be able to obtain well known speakers that will interest 

Division of Exposition profits, June, 1941 420.81 everyone. An excellent example of a joint meeting was 

ee : $ 697.22 $1,629.64 the May 13 meeting sponsored by the A. I. Ch. E. They 

had Dr. Gustav Eglof speak on “Synthetic Rubber,” and 

October 15, 1941... April 27, 1942 they invited the A.S.C.E. and the S.A.E. to a joint 

, ’ meeting in the Union. These meeting nights will be listed 

Balance on hand, October 15, 1941... , $ 932.42 on the University calendar. The publicity for the meet- 

Bee eine wicvemas 28, 1941. <at 22:20 200.95 ings will be more widespread and advance notices will 

Dance expenses, November 28, 1941... 275.23 appear in the Wisconsin Engineer and in the Daily 

Dance, Buttons income, March 28, 1942 752.70 Cardinal. 

Dance, Buttons expense, March 28, 1942 466.00 

Division of part of year’s profits 122.00 Next fall a coordinated membership drive will be put 

Incidental expenses + 21.00 on by all of the societies at the time of registration. A 

$500 War Bond cocmeesenmeersss (270.00 membership blank will be given to each underclassman 

Totals _... eres $1,276.43 $1,886.07 by his advisor. Wherever possible, local membership will 

be stressed rather than national because of the difference 

Cash on hand, April 27, 1942 $ 609.64 in price and the fact that the vast majority of students 

Respectfully submitted, April 27, 1942 become affiliated with the national organization of their 

James G. Rogers, own accord before graduation. 

Treasurer . . . 
This group is cooperating with Polygon in obtaining a 

The officers for the coming year are: Harold Holler, large bulletin board with movable type for the lobby of 

President; John Meigs, Secretary; Art Petschel, Treas- the Mechanical Engineering Building. This will carry a 

urer. Other members on the board are William Wilcox, complete list of all of the Engineering activities. 

Michael Dunford, and Edward Dickinson. The advisors Next year promises to be an excellent one for the Col- 

are Professor J. F. Oesterle and Professor E. T. Hanson. lege of Engineering because of the interest shown both by 

This board has laid the groundwork for their next year’s the Presidents’ Council and Polygon Board in the engi- 

activities by scheduling a smoker and a dance for next neering activities. 
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IHE idea of driving an airplane without using a pro- As this article is concerned primarily with the jet or 
peller sounds a bit fantastic at first thought, per- efflux system (rocket advancement having been written up 
haps because all power driven aircraft since the in the Wisconsin Engineer of November, 1939), it may Wrights have used propellers. However, for the past be well to note the distinguishing difference. By defini- 

thirty years or more, experimenters have been trying to tion, the rocket carries all the constituents of its com- 
evolve other systems that will increase efficiency and  bustion process with it; hence including oxygen and mak- 
supersede present methods. It has only been in the last ing it independent of its medium. The reaction jet de- five years that intensive research has been put to the pends on the presence of air for its operation. Both 
problem, and only in the last two that practical results methods will see much development in the future, but for have been achieved. the present the air blast seems more practical. 

Modern aerial warfare demands high speed, high alti- The physics behind the idea is as simple as Newton’s 
tude flight. Airplane engines have reached a point in Second Law—action is proportional to reaction. The air their development such that their propellers cannot absorb which enters the airplane is caused to move rearward and the engine power output without a decrease in efficiency the reaction causes the airplane to move forward—exactly 
—the main limitations being the tip speeds, interblade the same principal as in the conventional craft, but the interference when more than two or three blades are used methods of accomplishing the air motion are radically on one hub, gear and shaft complications when counter- different. 
rotating propellers are used, and the decreased air density The illustration heading the article shows FLIGHT’S at high altitudes. By no means have these methods conception of a small monoplane using an axial com- reached the end of their utility, particularly when you pressor driven by a gas turbine. This may well be one consider the great improvements that have been made: form the machines will take, although the power plant the advancements in propellers, and the two-stage, two- consumes most of the fuselage space. Details of its speed exhaust turbo-superchargers. However, forward power plant are not given, but a Campini design of a few looking engineers and scientists are realizing the possi- years back featured a two-stage centrifugal compressor bilities of two other methods of driving aircraft—jet pro- driven by a radial reciprocating engine and the present pulsion for high efficiency high-speed sub-stratosphere plane may be of that type. In this case, one portion of and stratosphere flight and rocket propulsion for strato- the air delivered by the compressor is used to scavange sphere and beyond flight. and charge the engine cylinders into which the fuel is 
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injected. The other portion of the air cools the engine tional 1,000 horsepower engine. This much horsepower 

cylinders, thus absorbing heat, and. is mixed with the will soon be in use, and if it can be provided by a rela- 

engine exhaust in a final expansion chamber. Additional tively simple turbo-compressor the gain over a 24 or 36 

fuel could be injected into the final expansion chamber, cylinder engine is obvious. 

possibly providing an additional boost for take-off or Another important consideration is the fact that these 

emergency. turbines can be run on a multitude of fuels, permitting 

Design and experimental work is proceeding in many the use of “safe” liquids, or even of pulverized solids, 

countries at present, the foremost being England, Sweden, minimizing vapor lock difficulties encountered at high 

Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and the United States. A levels of flight, and eliminating the necessity for highly 

resume of the favored types of each country will indicate refined and treated gasolines. 

trends and the advances so far achieved. . Figure 3 shows the Italian Campini craft which recently 

b i de wer valinad the Milo and Ljungstrom designs, flew from Milan to Rome, about 290 miles, in two and 

pot ct stream ined units, presumably intended for wing one-quarter hours, averaging 130 miles per hour. 

installation. As illustrated in Figure 2, the air enters the 

Milo unit by an axial orifice, is compressed in a multi- . 

stage blower, A, and delivered to chamber B. This cham- 

ber houses an annular combustion chamber, C, and the 

turbine, D, which drives the blower. The air, preheated 2 

in its passage over the walls of the combustion chamber r 

and the turbine casing, at the rear, reverses the direction : 

of flow and enters the combustion chamber past fuel noz- oo Cn nd a i 

zles, E. From the combustion chamber the flow is again 3 _— ' 

reversed, and the gases expand through the turbine and gah tay eld wcciacoaesosaiinen I snssigummmaen a 

pass with an accelerating velocity through an outlet con- Ps | coco ” € ORs an 

duit of diminishing cross-sectional area to the discharge A food toa: : a 4 

nozzle F. Another illustration of the Milo plant shows — : — 

two of these units installed in the wings of a high altitude Figure 3—Photograph of the first airplane successfully 

é 
flown by jet propulsion. 

aircraft. From each of the compressors a supply of 

warmed air is tapped to charge and heat the pressure sas 

: PP 8 P German Investigation 

cabin. " 7 . vecttlaes & 

The Ljungstrom design employs a pair of twin-rotor, eres and t € Junkers Company in paruiey: wv is 

screw type compressors gear driven from the turbine shaft, * tl sous f decowerncbe we One design consists a 2 

similar to the Milo plant, but with the added considera- the oe aks tage ere © nad le as the TE -s = 

tion of a means for suddenly increasing the power output t ‘i tur at ais alte oh 2 avoid Osses ai a py Fe haw 

in case of emergency. i‘ oaty ° ‘he ar or me Fie teas fecha cham- 

The advantages of using a turbine, particularly a tur- er receives the major portion of the air and exhaust gases 

bi ‘ f : are added to raise the pressure before transference to the 
ine of the gas-driven type, are obvious. Just as the disch le. Although th fi . 4 

steam turbine has replaced the Diesel engine in the ap arge noz7'e. 1 enous: there may’ De some “ late 

generation of electricity, so is the turbine destined to 7 vantage In emp oyings a Reciprocating: engine; ‘the pee 

I . ‘ : : f i 5 formance and reliability of which can be calculated with 

replace reciprocating engine for aircraft, and in the main, - 
oe accuracy from accumulated data, it would seem that a 

for the same reasons. The overall thermal efficiency can . : : . , 

. 5 ‘ ‘ j gas turbine is particularly suitable for this work. The 

be greater, particularly in high altitude flight, due to : 
3 ich, Junkers Company has proposed an attractive plant of 

reduced back pressures. The power output per unit weignt : . . : . 

. j . : k this type. This company is anxious to avoid the attain- 

can be increased with turbines, due to higher speeds, lac ” 3 

aa ‘ a : ment of super-sonic speeds, not only of the aircraft, but 

of such complications as valving, timing, high pressure - ‘ oe 

a : ; : also of the air flowing through the plant, admitting that 

fuel injectors, and due to the design. A turbine with five . : 
such speeds introduce problems of an exceedingly com- 

[n\ “ so. c plex nature of which there is as yet but little information. 

Hy Mie 7 Whittle of Great Britain has designed several plants 

SAE: ANTIBES ‘ ‘ ; : 
rm I Aim HAUG. eth, | which are of interest. In 1936 he outlined a “dual ther- 

SAT POT SEIT ese ae : 3 . ‘ F 

| uy ss Ws Al ~ "mal cycle,” in which all of the working medium, air, was 
Mh 3 Z — : 

l S : 7] T | | i _—_ | passed through a “lower cycle,” and a portion of the 

: | “| ea | | i | | | —- medium passed. through a “higher cycle.” A Diesel 

cy] Sa Vo aie engine drives a centrifugal compressor and is super- 

) charged by it. The Diesel exhaust is added to the air 

Figure 2—The Swedish Milo Axial Turbo-Compressive from the compressor and the mixture is employed in 

Unit driving the main unit, a gas turbine driving a large diam- 

or six blade rows could be built to supply 5,000 horse- eter axial blower. The gas turbine exhaust is independent 

power, yet it would occupy less space than the conven- of the main expansion chamber. 
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Schurter, of Zurich, Switzerland, makes exclusive use One reason for the poor efficiency was the low com- of reciprocating engine-compressors. Opposed-piston, high- pression of the fuel-air mixture in the combustion cham- compression, two-cycle engines are employed with each ber. This was apparently appreciated by Melot, for later piston directly connected to a compressor piston plus a he produced the relatively high compression, combustion rigidly joined small cushioning piston which supplies pre- engine design, also illustrated in Figure 4. The air-cooled compression. Combined units of this type offer advan- two-stroke engine had two opposed cylinders in axial tages, since pre-compression of the air is effected at favor- alignment, and a common, free-flying piston F having ably low pressure while high pressures are available for ported sleeve extensions. In the position shown a charge the combustion of the fuel. Unfortunately, the jarge of air and fuel has been admitted through the venturi G, number of automatically operated valves required involve the common cylinder inlet duct and the piston inlet ports inherent entrance and exit losses. H and compressed in the upper cylinder, which is at the Dr. Gustav Eichelberg, also of Zurich, is concerned point of ignition. The lower cylinder has discharged its with the air pressures required for propulsion and for effluents through piston exhaust ports J and the lower supplying the motive unit driving the compressor. For branch of the exhaust conduit K which delivers to the efficient operation, the effective Pressure at the discharge multiple nozzle device. A new charge is simultaneously nozzles should be about twice atmospheric pressure, so it being aspirated by the lower cylinder by way of inlet varies with altitude. This would cause a decrease in engine ports L. Starting is effected by compressed air and elec- output in systems where the engine is supplied by the tric ignition, but compression ignition is relied upon for main air compressor. To increase the exhaust Pressure continuous running. 
would be inefficient, so to allow optimum pressures to be American Research employed for each function, Dr. Eichelberg suggests that In 1927 two American investigators, E. N. Jacobs and the exhaust from the two-cycle engine drive a turbine J. M. Shoemaker, undertook a series of tests at the Lang- which would exhaust separately. The turbine would impel ley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory to determine to the charging blower, and by adjusting its back Pressure what extent the Melot type augmentor would increase the would supply charging air at constant pressure for all thrust reaction of a jet, and thus to obtain some indica- altitudes. 

tion of the value of such devices for jet propulsion. The 
Thrust Augmentors device used followed as closely as possible the earlier Many schemes have been proposed in which a stream type illustrated. Instead of burning a fuel, however, the 

of gases issuing from a combustion chamber creates an chamber was supplied with compressed air at ordinary 
area of reduced pressure in a tube or duct and induces a temperatures. Mathematically it would appear that the supply of air to augment the mass of the propulsive jet. thrust of a free jet would need to be increased several 
One of the best known and most widely quoted is that times in order to make jet propulsion a feasible proposi- invented by Melot and patented in 1920. Referring to tion. The best results obtained indicated a thrust 137% 
the diagrammatic sketch of the Melot multiple nozzle of the theoretical thrust of a free jet. Although the device, Figure 4, the combustion chamber A is charged by design represents a creditable advance, these results pro- relative wind entering by a forwardly facing venturi B vided no evidence that the efficiency could be raised to and from jet C, carrying in fuel which is ignited by elec- the degree necessary for the successful propulsion of 
tric or other means. From the chamber the combustion aircraft. The Progress which has been made, best evi- 

denced by projects now under way at Langley and in pri- B } A pn E _ vate industries in the United States, justifies the confi- \ T kn — RT dence which the pioneers displayed in spite of discourage- CS am ments such as this. 
a Se Summary of Advantages 

Jet propulsion would be less critical regarding fuels. i 4 Cheaper “safety” fuels could be employed without loss ia in efficiency. As the power is applied directly, no trans- G ae eZ mission or conversion mechanisms are necessary. Appar- > =. ee em ently the propeller will eventually limit the power which L peo ASE TI can be delivered by the single-pro eller-to-an-engine com- 4 [*] kK Ll bination. By dissitating the propeller entirely, Ai poten- Figure 4—The Melot Thrust Augmentor, tial handicap is avoided. The efflux system is better suited . . for maintaining power output at high altitudes. The main gases are emitted as a stream through a series of nozzles compressor system could also supply air to warm and D of increasing diameter through which additional air is pressurize the cabin and prevent icing. It would be sucked into the main diffuser tube E as indicated. The possible to utilize rotary units entirely, allowing higher 
propulsive thrust was certainly “augmented” by the addi- speeds with a reduction in size and weight over a recipro- tional mass of air, but not fo the degree necessary. to cating engine. Pressures would be relatively low, so cas- enable it to challenge the efficiency of the engine-pro- ings could be light, improving power-weight ratio, hence peller combination. 

(continued on page 39) 
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Senior Members: Bottom Row: V. Locther. G. Rowe. M. Dunford, L. Massey, K. Schultz, G. Dawley, W. Gehrke, R. Bolton. Second Row: F. Morley, L. Bruns We Arvold. Re Baker. C. Latter, Fy Knifer, E, Vetter, G, Stolze. Third Row: R. Ulichny. J. Allen, D. Dowie, R. Hahnsch, F. Mueller, 0. Hess, Eo Torke, J. deDamaine. D. MeDonnell, Fourth Raw: B. Singer, W. Witter, R. Zedler, G. Stueber, W. DuVall, C. Burezyk. Top Row: J. Westfahl. Le, Martin, H. Peterson, 1. Millonig. 

Anerican Iustitule of Chemical Engineers 

1941-42 
1942-43 

Lester Massey cece POSEMEN ceccececcee cece ....Milton Lavrich 
Kenneth Schultz wn Vice President-Treasurer 0.0... see Merk Hobson 
Michael Dunford srnnecereeastnnenpesticenssen OC OPELMEW oe scaasnoerinestcusseersecaee ..Patrick Martin 
Henry Schmalz. costes eeeseee-Polygon Representative......... ce ....Michael Dunford 
Prof. R. AL Ragatz. seasesssascnscie A UUISOM isso 25 wececeereeenseenrnneereernntan TOL. Re A Ragatz 

[THE present Wisconsin student chapter of the American In- joint meeting of several societies. The high point of the stitute of Chemical Engineers began as the Chemical Engi- meetings this year was May 13, the date of the joint meeting neers’ Society shortly before the first World War; and it be- of the A.I.Ch.E., the A.S.C.E., and the S.A. E., with an came affiliated with the national organization in 1923. address by Dr. Egloff of University Oil Products, one of the : ase 5 nation’s foremost petroleum research men. Its purpose is to develop the principles and practice of e : : é ¢ = : - : . ne This society is one of the largest .of the engineering socie- chemical engineering; to encourage the application of chem- a 2 j : é é : : : : ties at Wisconsin, with a membership this past year of over a istry, physics, and mathematics to the problems of industry; : i 3 . : : oe rasa eet hundred and sixty. One of its achievements this year was to promote industrial efficiency by substitution of scientific . . : : ce 5 electing Bill Arvold at St. Pat. The Chems also won the con- and engineering procedures for “rule of thumb”; and the v s : : test at the Polygon dance last fall for constructing the best establishment of high standards of personal ethics. : z Rube Goldberg invention. These monthly meetings of the chemical engineers are com- In addition to these outside activities, the A.I.Ch.E. has prised of first a business session, then an address by the speak- always endeavored to serve its individual members, by such er of the evening, followed by refreshments. Some of the Projects as the newly founded Alumni Service, starting with notable speakers this year included Professors Watts and the class of June, 1941, which keens each member in touch Haugen of the Chemical Engineering Department, Professors with his classmates. There has also been posted a map show- Williams and Walton of the Chemistry Department, Pat Nor- ing the future locations of present seniors upon graduation. ris of Madison Home Insulation, Forrest Anderson of Wil- On the lighter side we find enterprises like the Society picnic, kens-Anderson, and Col. Walsh of the Army, who spoke at a which was held on Saturday, May 9, at one of the city parks. 
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Bottom Row: R. Joiner, R. Berzowski, Prof. J. G. Woodburn, M, Thompson, W. Warzyn. Second Row: M. Silberman, J. Sacmann, S. Resnick, R. Reisin- 

gen, R. Birkett, A, Larson, M. Ree, G. Tice. Third Row: R. Nordlic, R. Green, R. Milacger, P. Sodemann. J. Wagner, Ry Read. F. Bertle, D. Dixon. 

Fourth Row: R. Lucbke, W. Huber, R. Erichsen, H. Bailer, R. Peters, J. Elliott, D. Eklund, R. Schmidt, A, Petsehel, Top Row: E. Korpady, A. 

Ingersoll, R. Andrac, R. Strehlow, C. Kaeser, L, Emelity, E. Beck, J. Lippert. 

° ° o ° 

American Society of Civil Engineers 

1941-42 1942-43 

Alfred Ingersoll a ceceseseseeeee President.......... Richard Andrae 

Roger Peters. x ee ceseeessseeeeee Vice President... 3 2 Charles Naiser 

John Elliott... oe coeeee SeCTELATY.. cesses . Elroy Spitzer 

Arlie Dent... i ssessssovscceses E FOGSULCT sscosse . sJames Lippert 

Paul Sodemann........ . Polygon Representative......... Arthur Petschel 

Prof. James Woodburn... oe A AVISOP sssesvssecescccttss Prof. James Woodburn 

THE purpose of the American Society of Civil Engineers is a joint meeting with the Wisconsin Senior section and the 

to promote contacts of civil engineers with the faculty, Marquette student branch. Horace Byers of the University of 

with the industrialists, and with many diversified subjects as Chicago told this group of the climatic significance of war 

well as those pertaining to engineering. This purpose is ac- with his talk on “Weather and the War.” Another topic 

complished by meetings with fellow students; and by speakers pertaining to war was Professor Gaines Post’s, of the History 

whose topics range from strict engineering to non-technical Department, a resume of “Technology of War in the Sixteenth 

subjects. Century.” Dr. Alfred Swan of the First Congregational 

The past year has had a well balanced program, although a Church brought out the “Social Responsibility of the Engi- 

majority of the programs have been on engineering subjects. neer” in his study of human problems. 

Mr. Gallistel told of his work as Superintendent of Buildings A social highlight of the year was the party at which a 

and Grounds in the maintenance of University buildings. band composed of A.S.C.E. members played and a skit with 

Professor Woodburn spoke on the Bonville Dam and used impersonations of various members of the faculty caused many 

slides for an illustrative background. Mr. Jaegger, field secre- laughs for those present. This was a date affair as was the 

tary of A.S.C.E., presented movies and a discussion on mixer held for the movies of the failure of the “Galloping 

“Water Purification.” The new Pennsylvania Turnpike was Gertie” Tacoma Bridge. The last two sessions of the year 

described by B. E. Brevik, with the aid of movies. Structural were a joint meeting with the A.I.Ch.E. where Dr. Gustav 

engineering was studied with an evening devoted to Robertson Egloff, Universal Oil Products, spoke on “Petroleum and the 

“Q” Floor. At a joint meeting with the Wisconsin Senior Present War” and the Mid-Western convention of the A. S. 

section, Mr. Bloom of the Wisconsin Telephone Company C.E. Eight schools were represented at this convention which 

spoke of “New Developments in Sighting Devices and Com- featured “Aerial Bomb Protection,” “Effects of High Pressure 

munication Systems.” The first meeting of the year was also on the Body,” and “Design and Technique of Welded Joints.” 
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Pop Raw: D. Stoneman, J. Viach, F, Odegaard, K, Schroeder, E. Wege, H. Dorward, E. Kleinmann, C. Zarn, E. Parduhn, W. Luebke. Second Row: M. Salter. Ro Schindhelm. KE, Bosley, M. Niese. C, Heflernon, R. Weidner, E, Perchonok, C. Orth. Bottom Row: H. Moller, J. Spradling, G. Reusehlein, D. Jelinek, F. Graper, J. Wilson, A. Slemmons. F. Mann, L. Brehm, 

American Sociely of Mechanical Engineers 

1941-42 
1942-43 

Donald Jelinek. cessee ececcceeeeeents eee OMIM svsssccvsovesessstcsssessevcsessessessesesseses John Wilson 
Culver Heflernon. cece cceeseeeeeeneeeeee VECO CRAIMAN ooo cccccsssseecesssseeseececeseeeee...... edward Bosley 
Bred °C ra pett scans orn nessxpomensenuyaunusnecsescovsscsercrri SS COPCLDTV e202 oceenrons ecsecscoeoeseesscesccemsezsen John McCann 
Hatl Rlein MAM. ncrsssassenaceetesensnnsnatssresineentsessll ROASUPOR cessor spestis ss aceestaeeertesnrereeeeaes..cKt bent! ANY 
John Wilson... serene cone Polygon Representative c..ccccccccccccccccssse0e-------........Harold Holler 
Prof, Be G. BIO cece eeceeceeeceeeeeeee AUIS OP oocccccccccesesseseveeeescessese.....Prof. D. W. Hanson 

[BE student branch of the American Society of Mechanical Mr. Koehring of General Motors spoke on “Powder Metal- 
Engineers brings the student into contact with industry lurgy” at a joint meeting with the Rock River Valley Section into which he will later emerge. in November. In the spring they had a dinner banquet in the 

The meetings of the group are both technical and social. Memorial Union with the Rock River professional and the 
Speakers have been brought from several of the large indus- ene ene Cercle of the A. S.M.E. ith the SAB. tries of the country to address the society. Discussions at ; air Socia’ activities include a party dance with the S.A.E. . = « 3s This spring five of the men from this chapter went to the these meetings were on such topics as “Powdered Metallurgy : 3 & ‘i Iecti Rudol Diesel.” Mr. H. T. annual convention at Notre Dame, to meet with the repre- and ‘Personal Recol lections of udolph Diesel. _ pond ihe Es sentatives from other engineering schools in the mid-west. Scott of the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation gave an Culver A. Heffernon presented a paper on bombopicst con. 
informative talk on the subject, “Vitamins and National structions at the convention. Next year’s convention will be Defense.” held at Northwestern University, in Evanston. 
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Bottom Row: J. Sheng, T. Custin, R. Miller, H, Nettesheim, R. Robbins, G. Acree, L. Elmergreen. R. Beitz, H. Sehwalbach, Second Row: M. Kaplan, R. 

K. Miller, D. Fischer, R. Thomasyard, L, Goodman, D. Gold, W. Kemnitz, E. Dickinson, T. Rewer, Third Row: F. MeStay, B. Hansen, H. May, K. Horn 

bert, L. Kahl, J. House, A. Lytle, V. Olson, L. Sanden, W. Tice, Fourth Row: Le Hamel, BR. Kordateky, C. Rice, H.  Sehlintz Re Benckenstein, A. 

Lucbs, F. Hyland, D. Reck, A. Seidel, J. Eising. Top Row: W. Vea, H. Schneider, J. Hull, H, Logemann, H. Ellis, No Schmitz, J. Aneell, G. Hill, Lb. 

Krebs, J. Brogden, E. Lundberg. 

American Institute of Electrical Engi MmACUCGH 4 ugineen4 

1941-42 
1942-43 

Roger Robbins........ cece eeereseesvesveessveseseeseseeeD FOSEMOM Eo ceccccec eee esses ve-Edward Dickinson 

George Acree... vies Vice President... sence Myron Larson 

Henry Nettesheim........---.---- cevecseeeeeSOCPOLAY-T PCASUT ET 2-0 eee ccesttipieeeeArt Lytle J 

Lester Elmergreen........:..00000:::0--0-----Polygon Representative..... coesrwtwtwee- Edward Dickinson 

Prof. R. R. Bemedict....scccccccseceeeeee c-eceeeeeeesesssesee COUNSCLOM coeccseeeceecesscecnseeeteeneecseseeeeennnnete Prof, E. E, Ayres 

TRE Wisconsin student chapter of the American Institute of and the presentation of student technical papers. These meet- 

Electrical Engineers gives the students a general interest in ings were followed by refreshments and a “bull session” where 

current engineering problems and methods which are not dis- the members had a chance to meet their fellow students. 

cussed in the classroom. Their speakers discussed a variety of Their social activities include picnics in the spring and fall; 

subjects. Sterling Beckwith of Allis Chalmers spoke on hydro- . ; Sie ‘ 

. and a party with the Art Education girls in the Electrical En- 

gen cooling of generators; Colonel James Walsh talked on . 3 Lab-Art Edi 5 Buildi Th dene branch 

engineers against time; John Wise, State Industrial Commis- gineering Lab-Art Education Building. The student drm h 
sion, discussed electrical safety; and Charles F. Wagner of was represented by ten members at the student session of the 

Westinghouse told of traveling waves. Mr. H. H. Henline, Great Lakes District Conference held May 2 at the North- 

National Secretary of the A. I. E.E., also addressed the society. western Technological Institute. Joseph Hull presented a tech- 

Other programs included the General Electric House of Magic; nical paper on “Engineering Aspects of Mass Spectroscopy.” 
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Boro Rows WL. Faville, A. Miller, Re Armlt, Ry Lescohier, C. Spraker, J. Rogers, L. G. Schneider, Second Row: J, Hunter, W. Scofield, L. Sladek, }+ Gaview G. Sehinidt. KE. Odegaard, J, Gianos. D. Kistler, J. Firey, E, Enters, Top Row: K. Schmidt, S. Brigham, D. Stoneman, H. Dorward, H. Thies. J. Meigs. I. Velander. C. Orth, 

Sociely of Automotive E gineenh 

1941-42 1942-43 
Jim Rogers : President... : comme Albert Miller 
Hugh Faville : seven VECO President... ccccccccee ooceeeceveecoone Roger Lescohier 
Steve Brigham . Secretary-Treasurer..... co ceeeseeteneeeeeeeeee Robert Arndt 
Jim Rogers....... ---Polygon Representative .........0.00.cccceeeeneeoeeeoeceeoeeeccc John Meigs 
L. G. Schneider. - orsonterarsnnneeonpnan A QUISOT scscssceassssssnssscscsnittissettircts cccereenssnnenel, Co, Sehneider 

[HE student branch of the Automotive Society of Engineers by the Milwaukee Society of Automotive Engineers. The stu- had one of the most successful years in its history. This dents went by bus, first to the Waukesha Motors Plant, and can be attributed to the fact that the society offered an attrac- then to a joint meeting with the Milwaukee group to hear a tive program of trips, lectures, and movies to its members. It talk on the German Messerschmidt airplane motor. They had is comprised of seventy mechanical engineers. At their month- an opportunity to inspect one of these motors which the British ly meetings, speakers and movies from nearby industrial organ- have sent to this country. The students are always welcome at izations have given worthwhile information on all phases of the Milwaukee meetings and several autoloads travel to that transportation. The society does not restrict itself to consid- city to attend each meeting. Here at the University they were . 3 : : : : " addressed by Mr. Hollister Moore, Chairman of the Student 
eration of automotive engineering alone, as its name implies. : : 4 : 
Rather thei ié Wiheall ¢ ion, includ Relations of the S.A.E. Their programs, which were highly . father ‘their oo witheall types 2 transportation, a ~ educational, included movies on: “Motorized toboggans,” ing automobiles, Diesel-powered railways, and aeronautical “Four-wheel drive trucks,” “Modern aleplanes.” AG one deck engines. 

ing they were entertained by Harry Thies, who put on an ama- During the last year a trip to Milwaukee was made possible teur magician show. 
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Bottom Row: G. Erspamer, D. Wright, D. Meves, L. Wartman, L, Grey, Ry Ramage, A, MeKlosky, Publ W. MeGuire, Second Rae: A. Johnson. M. Evans 

W. Friske, J, Baird, C. Slavney, Prof. J. F. Oesterle, R. Bemm, D. J. Girardi, R. Short, J. Schultz, J. Sehlass, MW. Kalvonjian, Third Raw: G- Hakes, R. 

Rybarchyk, G. Brighty, R. Wieen, H. Zielke, J. Jude, J. Nichols, T. Gaulke, H, Zahalka, R. Metntosh, H. Goldfein. Re Eck. Top Row: C. DuMont, C. 

Phillips, E. Brodhag, J. Hall, R. Kron, R. Edgar, D. Paynter, D. Gibbens, W. Wollering. G. Benson. P. Bevin, C. Hicks, R. Foltz. 

1941-42 
1942-43 

Robert Bemm............-.-----:---1= ceceseeeeeeee-President..... s Gerald Slavney 

Douglas Bainbridge.........----00ee Vice President ctesecteaseneense ‘Harry Kalvonjian 

Warren Friske...cccccccsccscsccsssscccecssssssecescecseceseesssssess CCTELALY cvseesvees ceeeceeeeeseteeee Harold Goldfein 

Robert Short. ......--so----sscccsssssssssessssssssseseecsssseeeceneee TOQSUPET sseeeeeee cee . Walter Wollering 

Ervin Waulters.. coocesssesssesssssifs eee---Polygon Representative... sensi William Wilcox 

Prof, E, Re Shorey .-scsvscsssee ween QVisOT cevcccccre nee cennnnennens Prof, E.R. Shorey 

THE Mining Club is composed of the mining and metallurgi- ers who were prominent men in engineering and allied fields. 

cal engineers. Its monthly meetings promote fellowship Among those who have addressed the Mining Club this year 

between the students as well as introducing them to the leaders are F. Ellis Johnson, Dean of the College of Engineering; Mr. 

of industry. All students enrolled in the Department of Min- Robert Van Pelt, Regional Director of the Chicago Chapter of 

ing and Metallurgy are automatically members. There have the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engi- 

been no dues for the past several years. At each monthly neers, and Technical Director of the Chicago Museum of Sci- 

meeting, a dinner for which the members pay a nominal fee ence and Industry; Mr. V. D. Claffey, National Director of 

precedes the business session. Responsibility for the prepara- the American Foundrymen’s Association; Professor J. H. 

tion and serving of these meals rests upon the duly appointed Matthews, Chairman of the University Chemistry Department; 

head chef and his assistants. Each December an annual Christ- Mr. David Zuege, of Sivyer Steel Casting Company, who spoke 

mas party is held, complete with turkey dinner and all the on the problems of the steel foundry; and Mr. Bradley Booth, 

trimmings. The Mining School is proud of the fact that with who told of the production of silvery pig iron. 

the smallest enrollment of the engineering branches, its pro- The climax of the year’s activities was the visit of the Chi- 

portional student participation is the highest. The compara- cago section of the American Institute of Mining and Metal- 

tively small size of the student membership makes possible a lurgical Engineers with which the Mining Club is affiliated. 

high degree of comradeship among the students and faculty. On May 16, they were guests of the Mining Club at a ban- 

During the past year, the Mining Club has had guest speak- quet, and then were taken on an inspection tour of the campus. 
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Boron Row: 1. Brehm. P. Sodemann, W. Dunn, R, Zoeliner, H, Holler, J. Wilson, W. Cunningham, Middle Row: W. Koss, R. Baillargeon, R. Zoerb, py Bainbridue, Go Westmont, C. Possell, R. Lana E. Bosley. Top Row: G. Williams, R. Wicen, J. Smith, W. Ile, R. Bauer, D. Hurock, J. Koss. Noe og Pietres Es Drott. Dy Stoneman, W, Wollering, J. Miller, M. Urbanski. Honorary Faculty Members: K, F. Wendt, D. W. Mead, E, Re Shorey, G. L. Lace son, J. R. Price, We S. Kinne. 

Triangle 

1941-42 
1942-43 

Robert Zoellner.......... seeeeeesteceeceeseneeccecceeee POSUUOME cccccceecceeteeseseesaeceecestetaseneesseeseseeseees edward Bosley 
William Dunc eenseeeeeeeeee VECO PrOSTAEN occcceeeececooe cesses -William Cunningham 
Raymond Loerb..eccccccccceeeeeeee ce cceeeeeeeececnees sete SOCTOLUPY cocccccccccccsssssees seteeceeessees see-Robert Wicen 
Harold Holler... ceseeccccssceeeeceteeesessceeeeneeed PCUSUPCT osceesccccscccseteeeeseeee stteeeeLyle Brehm 
Paul Sodemanm... i cceeccescsccscseeeeeeeeesseeeeeeeee SOWATM cessssesscoccvssse ceseseeeec seeeeee--Harold Holler 

"TRIANGLE, a fraternity of engineers, is an organization (those who are engineering graduates in residence at the devoted to high attainment personally and professionally in school) and alumni members (those who are no longer regis- the field of engineering, through the medium of brotherly tered as students). The chapter house property and equip- communion among the men who comprise its membership. It ment are owned by the chapter as a whole, and the current is a national collegiate fraternity which affords its members all expenses are paid and administered by the active members the advantages of fraternal life while in school, and perpetu- actually living in the home. ates that spirit of brotherhood beyond college days by virtue As a means for continued enjoyment of the pleasant and of a common interest in the profession of engineering. profitable relations inaugurated while in school, Triangle has The men selected for membership in Triangle are carefully alumni associations in the larger cities from New Yerk to Cali- judged on their personal qualities and future promise as suc- fornia. These groups composed of all Triangle men residing cessful engineers. Essentially then, the development of able in the immediate vicinity constitute a wonderful opportunity engineers, in all that the phase implies, is the paramount con- for social and professional contacts. sideration of Triangle. In all its activities Triangle conducts its affairs conservatively In fulfilling the object of the organization, chapters are and on the basic premise that the ultimate benefit to its mem- chartered at leading educational institutions which offer de- bers as men, engineers, and citizens, shall shape the policies grees in engineering. At these schools the chapter maintains a of the fraternity. Financially, Triangle regulates its affairs so chapter house which serves as a headquarters and a home for as to permit even the men of limited means an opportunity to its members. Each chapter is composed of active members Participate in the wide-spread benefits of brotherhood. 
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Bottom Row: N. Larson, J. Hamilton, J. Kelar, V. Olson, H. Nettesheim, D. Reck, M. Larson, H. Schneider, N. Schmitz, D. Ault. Second Row: G. MeGil- 

vra, Re Crawford, €, Rice. T. Jepson, A. Schultz, J. Salay, G. Heisig, L. Sanden, D, Strate, J. Nettesheim. Third Row: E, Nesvig, B. Hansen. J. Asti, H. 

Schlintz, L. Elmergreen, J. Eising, W. Shink. Top Row: A. Baguhn, H. Logemann, R. Krohn, R. Johnson. Not on picture: E, Harrison, G. Acree, Nv 

Miller, A. Lytle, J. Maloney, Honorary Faculty Members: Ralph Benedict, Edward Bennett, Cyril M. Jansky, F. Ellis Johnson, Royce Johnson, Ludvig 
Larson, Frederick Maxfield, Gordon F, Tracy, H. B. Wablin. 

1941-42 
1942-43 

Henry Nettesheim...........:ccccscccecec cesses eesesseeee PD POSLUON coocccceeecennnes seeeetttccn ence Verland Olson 

Homer Schneider.......-.:cssscsssescesse sseeeeeeseeeeee ViC@ President ...cccccescoeeesseespeeeeeceseseseeeneeeeeseees -Donald Reek 

Verland Olsoni..........:1-s:sssieseesesees vesseeeeee SS OCTELATY-..-- Saas : vesscvanveccecse:Dan Ault 

Joseph -Kelat...c.ccscsssscceccccscseceeeeees essseseeeeeeesnn eee D POUSUT CT scssccseesceeessces cen nncnnneeencs Joseph Kelar 

THe preamble of the constitution of Kappa Eta Kappa, pro- active membership at present is thirty-six future electrical en- 

fessional electrical engineering fraternity, states: “Believ- gineers. While the goal of 100% placement for its graduates 

ing that attainment of education as well as technical training has been easily maintained in the last few years, KHK realizes 

is the aim of all true engineers, we band ourselves together to that the alumni relationships and contacts it provides will be 

foster and promote fraternal relationships among the Electri- invaluable for many of today’s graduates and tomorrow’s stu- 

cal Engineering students; to strive at all times for the main- dents a few vears hence. 

tenance of a complete and lasting understanding and fellow- KHK has a program designed to fit the time and pocket- 

ship between the faculty and students; to unceasingly cherish bock of the electrical engineering student. There is no in- 

and develop character and ideals of service as the necessary debtedness; on the contrary, KHK is the possessor of a $1000 

attributes of the profession.” war bond which it purchased from its house fund savings 

Delta chapter of Kappa Eta Kappa was formally installed shortly after the outbreak of war. Its members consistently 

at the University of Wisconsin February 9. fees The shape lead in student undertakings, while Kappa Eta Kappa as an 

house is located at 1124 West Johnson, halfway between the greanization ends its full support to worthwhile activities. 
Electrical labs and the Mechanical Engineering building. The . a : : 

$ The fraternity activities for the actives, alumni, and faculty 

house accommodates fifteen men, and a table for twenty is includ ee ges bs dh . oe 

maintained. Plans have been made for the house to remain inchide ‘an. sniation. anauet and homecoming party in the 

cpen this summer during the engineering summer session. fall, and a reunion banquet and formal dinner dance in the 

Membership is selective, undergraduates in electrical engi- spring. Informal parties, picnics, and exchange dinners are 

neering being eligible in the spring and fall rushings. The part of the social schedule. 
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Bottom Row: W. Spiegel. C. Wulll H. Schlintz, H. Schneider, J. Baird, H. Blocki, J. Erwin, R. Melntosh. Middle Row: A. Larson, R. Leseoh‘er, TH. Johnson. A. Petsehel. D. Caldwell, W. Lefingwell, E, Perchonok, R. Short. Top Row: W. Beyer, A. Ingersoll, R. Robbins, R. Bauer, J. Caldwell. Noe on Picture: VD. Niles. E. Jacobson, G. Erspamer, and $. Sehinasi. 

1941-42 1942-43 

Homer Schneider....... csr eascaarstisenmacausnnecanronis DA CLULO Micasouer serseeas coeceeeeeeee s---Jerome Baird 
John Erwin ccsseseneeeteeeeccectennnscseecsceneeeesee A SSOCUMEC EMiLOP cececcccsccececccsseeessssssssesseeeee....Herbert Blocki 
Harvey Schbimtz.... cece eee Business Mana ger cece ccccceseeccceveeeeeee-e.....Walter Speigel 
Wayne Ky Neil cece eeeeeececcceeeececeneeeete A VES OP ooccceeccccececssstee cose oseesssteeceseeeseeessee -Wayne K., Neill 

[HE Wisconsin Engineer Magazine is known officially as is the valuable experience gained by working with other people the Wisconsin Engineering Journalism Association and was and doing things on one’s own initiative. 
founded in 1896. A student publication devoted to science The magazine is divided into two departments, editorial and 
and engineering, it has grown in size and quality until it is business. The editorial staff offers opportunities for those who 
one of the leading engineering college magazines in the coun- desire to write technical or non-technical articles, humor, news 
try. Last fall the magazine, at a conference of the engineer- of the Engineering campus, and Alumni notes. They also ing college magazine staffs at Urbana, received a first place handle conbespondesicé, obiaia ileteafiyom for articles, and 
award for the Alumni Notes section, and honorable mention Prepare the magazine for publication. The business staff han- " q dles circulation, advertising, and the finances. Any under- for the cover and for student-written articles. : fi ste b fi : . hei graduate engineer who has been in school one semester is elig- The staff members receive no nancial assistance, but their ibleto'workcon the stat 

work is rewarded by service keys, a banquet, and a trip to the The board of directors, composed of eight faculty members annual convention of the Engineering College Magazines. and the editor and business manager, lends continuity to the The most important benefit derived from working on the staff organization and aids in keeping the finances on an even keel. 
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Bottom Row: G. Hagensick, R. Imm, J. Sheng, L. Elmergreen, P. Hoffmann, T. Tveit, UH. Schneider, H. Schwalbach. Second Row: J. Lower, J. Hull, W. 

Schink, W. Deerhake, J. Cockrell, J. Brogden, N. Davis. Top Row: V. Richard, T. Lind. J. House, H. Nettesheim, N. Schmitz, B. Hansen, D. Koch. 

1941-42 1942-43 

Lester Elmergreen.... sna se FESTA ER ticcsczncs a Paul Hoffmann 

Homer Ellis.................-.. ccsunnswasssccasnecssenseV TOC PPES LACH E ss, a cceeeJdames Cockrell 

Tod! "Dveilicsssencseenuenrerenseenenermmetncnnnsdd COCM a sasccsrasecorssanse ceeeeeeeeee ..Ju-gee Sheng 

Ruben Imm........ ceceeessessscessnsennesessesssseseseeesee dl POUSUT CT veccccceceeeo eens wes .....Gordon Hagensick 

E™ KAPPA NU, the Honorary Electrical Engineering So- The active chapter has, during the last year, undertaken the 

ciety, was established on the University of Wisconsin cam- project of a study of the curriculum of the Electrical Engi- 

pus in 1910, being the seventh of 34 national chapters. neering school and will present the department with a report 

_ The activities of the organization in past years have cons containing student suggestions. The senior picnic this year 

sisted of giving an award to the outstanding freshman in elec- 7 5 2 wok 
' ” . : : ° gave way to the senior banquet which will be sponsored jointly 

trical engineering, cooperation in school enterprises such as by all ar in the El teal Bagi ‘ heel 

the expositions of 1940 and 1941, and in sponsoring the an- y all organizations in the Blectrical Engineering school. 

nual senior electrical engineering picnic. 

Honorary Initiates 

TAU BETA PI LEON SMITH ETA KAPPA NU 
JAMES THORNBERY : oe 

All Engineering NATHAN VAHLDIECK Electrical Engineering 
MERTON VOGEL . 

DONALD BUSWELL ERVIN WEGE JACK-BROCDEN 
a MIT JAMES COCKRELL 

ROBERT BUCKLEY GORDON HAGENSICK 
JAMES: COCKRELL PI TAU SIGMA PAUL HOFFMANN 
ROBERT DAANE ; + reer OSEPH HULL 
HENRY GEISLER Mechanical Engineering JOSE a 

ne DAVID KOCIL 
JOSEPH HULL . DAVID SOERGEI 

JAMES KOCHA JAMES COLIZ SOERGEL 

ARNE LARSON FELIX GEIGER 

ANTHONY LIND DONALD JELINEK CHI EPSILON 

DONALD LIVERMORE WAYNE JENS Civil Engi 7 

ALVIN LOEFFLER JAMES KOCHA wil Engineering 

ALDON LOKKEN ROMAN PITZEN WALLACE HUBER 
JACK LOWER GEORGE REA CORDON JAEHNIG 

EWALD PARDUHN WILLARD SMITZ DOUGLAS SCOTT 

KARL PENNAU ROBERT VERHAEGHE WALTER SIVLEY 

WALTER SIVLEY KARL WEGENER MERTEN VOGEL 
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ly Dou Niles, m '44 

HE main reason most of us sell our books is because What’s a book or two more or less in such a case, unless 
T we have paid for them. Whether one sells to a book _ it’s a book of matches? 

store or to an underclassman, the money obtained There are some good reasons for selling your texts, and 
comes in very handy. A good selling point for the book now for an equal number of reasons for not selling them. 
is to assure the buyer it is well filled with underlined pas- A well stocked bookshelf of a technical nature makes 
sages and explanations, or with the answers to all the an impressive sight in any room. If you don’t think so, 
problems indicated in big black figures. forget your scruples long enough to go into a lawyer’s 

At times the resale value of a book is nil. Notably office sometime when you are in a city where no one 
when it is not to be used the next year. Then you may knows you. Lawyers use long bookshelves yelping under 
want to sell it by the pound as scrap paper. the weight of thick, impressive volumes to bolster up their 

If one kept all the books he met in four years of uni- self-confidence and make the client think he has consulted 
versity he would have a pretty full bookshelf. The value a very shrewd man. When parents come up to inquire as 
of the books retained would be lessened, as far as use as to what you have been doing with all that money they’ve 
references are concerned. Some would never be used been sending up, a stock of well-dusted books helps to 
again and would just be getting in the way and collecting allay their fears. Of course, they are useless as an impres- 
dust; these you might want to get out of the way in the — sion factor if they have a layer of dust over all of them. 
most profitable manner possible. : No matter how brilliant one may be, or what a remark- 

This business of references can be overdone. If you get able memory he possesses, no one can remember every 
in the habit of hauling out your math 51 text every time equation he tussles with in four years. Anyone who has 
you use the law of cosines you aren’t going to develop tried to help a freshman with Math 50 can vouch for that. 
much confidence in yourself. When working on a problem If the equation of the law of tangents has slipped into the 
and the law is to be used, it is a temptation to look it up if cobwebs, a reference is a handy thing to have around 
a book is nearby, rather than trying to recall it. If a book (provided it isn’t depended on too much). If you get a 
is not handy, it seems easier to just try to remember it and job as stress analyst in the summer, a review of some of 
write it down than to prowl calculus 102 would be inval- 
over the house looking for a 7 cv = | '  uable. 
freshman engineer’s math ea i Be t . Some books in non-techni- 
book. After a few times of re- Ge : lee I | cal courses will make interest- 
calling it from a clear sky, it'll — | is ¥ | ing reading later on. We sel- 
seldom get away again. That Py ‘ a = dom can enjoy the essays and 
is not necessarily a reason for ie ae yoy | j 7 i other such seemingly “dry rot” 
selling the book, but it is a hos > conceal amas Fo || ccmpseonrgen as long as they are being as- 
reason for leaving it home in e ae Wo ‘i i om en o signed and we have to read 
the library at least. Ww "alee 40 b i . them, like it or not. But in 

From the benevolent angle, bs oe es ae / ath oo : looking over English texts 
it may be a considerable help a. ie Wo Pl ree " a . now, it is possible to pick out 
to some of the lower classmen i —— ia >. el Ef | ~ = numerous stories that are real- 
for you to sell your texts, or Sat) ee — ’ Pe = ly enjoyable. Or even in the 
maybe rent them, or in ex- be : ae technical books some of the 
treme cases to loan them your Studying in Dorms parts which were glossed over 
old texts. Marked passages due to time allotments can be 
are in some cases a great help, as are checked answer much more enjoyable and profitable when looked over at 
books. Not to mention the probable financial relief to the leisure. Have you ever really gone over the parts in the 
poor cuss who can’t get a second hand book at the store. physics 52 text dealing with radio tubes and electron 

A recent publication sent by the McGraw-Hill Publish- theory? If you haven’t, try it sometime and see if it 
ing Company stated that there would be no shortage of doesn’t make a nice pastime for a rainy eve at home; and 
text books. one which leaves you with a satisfied feeling as though 

Even more up to date is the fact that some of us might maybe you could be a famous scientist if you really tried. 
be toting rifles rather than slide rules in the near future. Mr. E. K. Springer of the machine design department 
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was asked about his views on the subject. He doesn’t keeping them, but their importance can vary. They are: 

believe that selling books makes one any more self-reliant, the notes and reports might take up too much room for 

but rather one should keep looking in them for a while, their worth, and maybe you don’t feel that they would do 

especially to learn the derivations which he has found to you any good anyway. As for the first, there is really 

be an important part of engineering—much as students nothing which forms a better dust catcher than a stack of 

hate to be told. He thought of two reasons for selling; papers. They are hard to keep neat (unless they are 

the financial one and the fact that he himself had found bound) and if the pile is of any size it can take the edge 

it awkward to transport boxes of them over the country, off of an otherwise neat room. 

especially when there was quite often large libraries in If several courses are represented, the stack will not be 

the places where he went. of much use unless the items are filed and indexed. Filed 

George Smedburg, a research fellow, has never sold a reports would be helpful, but it cannot be denied that it 

text because he found that he could make use of them _ is a tedious job. 

later. He has always wanted to go; OEE his old books, For the second item, well, that’s a matter of personal 

and has a brother, a professional engineer, who keeps opinion and depends upon what you put into them. 

a library and does go over them. 

Some texts have been misnamed and are really encyclo- 

pedic handbooks. Notable in this category is the text- Q 

book just adopted for the M.E. 25 machine shop course. weet 

It’s really a job to try to study the thing, what with read- bo > 

ing through charts and itemized lists, but you couldn’t 7 

ask for a better source of information as to how a certain axe 
——j ae 

machine works—both as to the theory of its operation — ee 

and the actual handles to pull and precautions to take. === | Bie 

If the truth were known, many sophs finish the course S== 

without having read all (if any) of the assignments, but Ey Aide 

it would be a very handy book to have in a factory if you 

were not in direct contact with the machine shops but 

would like to know how the parts you are drafting are Now as for the advantages of keeping them, have you 

made. From now on for the duration, it will be much ever had the chance to use the notes of somebody who 

harder to get permission to explore departments other took the course before and had a general idea of what 

than your own. Last summer it still was easy, but now the important items are? If you have you can appreciate 

just try to get in the factory without a pass. It just isn’t their value — especially if your own notes are not too 

being done, so read your book instead. copious, or if you were sick for a while. Or have you 

a ever wanted to review a course without re-reading the 

Every year a few tales come out about some misguided 
3 whole book? A supply of condensed notes can setve 

souls who sell their texts for some course only to find : 

that the same book is used in a later course. Many are admirably. 

used two semesters in a row. One text which is used for For your more advanced technical courses the reports, 

four semesters in a row is machine design. And that is a if carefully preserved, may be of value to you after you 

course in which you might find good. use for your fresh- graduate in case you run into a problem similar to one 

man drawing book. overcome during the course. Also, those mimeographed 

This article is not attempting to tell you which course synopses distributed in many courses make important ref- 

to take, but merely to indicate some of the reasons for erence material later on. 

action in either direction. To sum them up we have— Binding notes and reports is a thing rarely done among 

students, and paradoxically enough, saving them is al- 

3 Bee Selling Against Selling most universal. Perhaps you just tucked them away in 

1. Financial advantages. 1. Appearance of book shelf. . ; 5 : 

2. Learn to be self-reliant. 2. Prodding memory. your attic at home with the idea that perhaps you might 

3. Economy of space. 3. Read for pleasure later on. some day find them useful, and in the meantime they 

4. Help undergraduates. 4. Might be standard text for weren’t doing any damage where they stayed. 
later course. 

It might be a good idea to go up in the attic some rainy 

Now to touch on the subject of binding reports and lec- day this summer and put them in some semblance of 

ture notes. The easiest way to deal with that is to say order, and maybe even refresh your memory by reading 

that if they are bound (either by a commercial firm or by through them. 

yourself) that they are easier to keep track of. Maybe So there you have some of the pros and cons of 

you won’t want to go to the trouble or expense, so let’s whether or not to keep your notes, your extra material, 

go on to a discussion of whether or not they are worth and your books. If you think about it a while, you can 

keeping, bound or otherwise. bring out more reasons in your case for one side or the 

There are really only two important reasons for not other, and decide which you will do. 
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HARVEY SCHLINTZ... a full summer, but he plans to do the same thing this 
If you have ever walked in the Wisconsin Engineer of- year, and thereby complete the secondary course. Erwin 

fice during the past year, you probably have seen Harvey plans to go to the Langley Memorial Institute at Langley 
buried in a check book, trying to write checks fast enough Field, Virginia, when he has completed his work here. 
to keep up with the expenditures of the editorial staff. Aeronautic design is his goal. In this issue John has an 
He was the business manager until last March and has article on the jet propulsion of heavier-than-air craft; 
been aiding the magazine and he prophesies that this form of propulsion will sup- 
in an advisory capacity , plant other prime movers on the highways and on the 
since then. airways in the not too distant future. 

Harvey graduated from — | . 
Madison West High School 4 2 
and then took up electrical e ; ; i E HOMER SCHNEIDER... 
engineering at the Univer- =e 4 Homer Schneider was the editor of the Wisconsin Engi- 
sity. In spite of the fact ‘e é ~~ | neer for the past year, and has continued to act in an that he has had to earn a "sy to, advisory capacity this semester. Under his guidance the large portion of his ex- \ re Engineer has grown in size a penses during the school 2 TA and calibre, and the new | > wa — year, he still has had time Kf staff is more than envious ‘ | to do a commendable job Pi of his ability and apprecia- a — Li 
of keeping the finances of eg tive of his work. 7 2 el ae the magazine in working After graduation from le Fd ce order. Summers he has Harvey Schlintz the Wisconsin Dells High i — , 7 , worked in Madison and enjoyed himself swimming in School, Homer entered the ’ _ , Lake Mendota. The most enjoyable part of his job as electrical engineering course oo ee a business manager was the trip to the E.C.M.A. con- here, bringing with him a = i, vention last fall at Urbana, Illinois. He and five other great store of knowledge  @ A staff members piled into a 1927 Packard and drove to which he gained from the a7 ¢ Urbana. 

operation and maintenance oe Pp After graduation, Harvey is going to be with the signal of station W9DLE. The a Ys 
corps at Belmar, New Jersey. DLE stands for darn little ~~ e enilsion: Homer Schneider 
JOHN ERWIN ... Forensics and the Wesley Foundation student organi- 

John Erwin was the associate editor of this magazine ations occupied his time during his freshman year, but for the last two semesters. He has been interested in engi- "ot enough to keep him from election to Phi Eta Sigma. neering journalism, and is a member of Alpha Tau Sig- During the summer vacations Homer has had divers ma, the honorary engineering journalism fraternity. His jobs. First, as a filling station attendant, next as a pho- earlier days were spent in a good deal of travel and at togtapher, then as a solicitor or barker for the Dells one time or another he has Association Boat Lines. Anyone who heard him uphold been a citizen of New York, ‘ : the engineers in the St. Pat’s Day debate can imagine his Florida, and Wisconsin. success at this job. Between his junior and senior years, An active athlete in Wau- Homer was a field inventory clerk for the Wisconsin Elec- watosa High School, he 2 4 tric Power Company, and he worked throughout the area took the State Doubles ge ois between Milwaukee and Port Washington. 
Tennis Championship be- ve ‘ a x Homer has been a member of several honorary frater- fore coming to the Univer- YY we fo nities, Be Re Nu h d d ies d six: Joba ds ah aviation Ve F ties. ppa u has con ucte an ana ysis an liigiaces Oneve h i . criticism of the electrical engineering curriculum, and enthusiast € summer he ‘ , 

- . got up at five each day to “ Homer has ohe some work on this project. More re- get in an hour of flying for cently he has joined Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa Phi. The his Civilian Pilot’s Training 4 KHK house, EE professional fraternity, has been his Primary Course, before go- home for the last two and one-half years. After grad- ing to work at Allis Chal- uation Homer will go to Schenectady to enter General mers in Milwaukee. It was John Erwin Electric’s training course. 
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for Mei a good friend of yours ~ 

ree . The girl behind “the voice with a smile” is known to 
: sty 4 : everyone. You have learned to count on her in daily 

ae of telephone calls as well as when emergencies come. 

aed  —— NY 
yA yy le 

| ce wy . - 

bee : fe “ . 4 ~~ 

el Ve V j=] Ld ia 

1a sy a £ ea ‘\ | , 

2 ve i “ a . os Ay : —— | i ; f “ / 

i. oe (- Sa : PAW a. E “| 

Lr TL rs : TZ A : 9 ‘ lee eed yo aa » 

D 7 TM 4a ft idl : 

@ . 

‘ow meet her sister great plants. Like the fifteen thousand 

other women in the Company, she does 

—alsoaBell System girl. She’s your friend, her work well. She’s proud of the part she 

too, although you’ve never heard her plays in making telephone equipment 

voice. Here she is on the final telephone for this Nation... and for the armed 

assembly line at one of Western Electric’s forces of the United Nations. 

_ FOR VICTORY 

estern Electric 2S Defense Bonds 
.». is back of your Bell Telephone service 
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by Don Niles, m'4h 
DRAWING CONTEST CHEMICAL INSPECTION the frolic is not available. At any 

WINNERS TRIP rate, the activities did not stop after 
Richard J. Stabnow, electrical en- On April 27 and 28, sixty-three the girls were taken to their homes, 

gineering freshman from North chemical engineers under the super- and water bombs were very much in 
Freedom, Wisconsin, has won first vision of Mr. Ragatz and Mr. Reiser evidence. 
prize in the recent drawing contest traveled to Milwaukee and Apple- 
sponsored jointly by the Wisconsin ton for the annual inspection trip. ee 
Alpha chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, The stay in Milwaukee was short, ae ee. a . 
national honorary mechanical engi- being confined to a visit to the Mil- 7 — 
neering fraternity, and the Drawing waukee Sewage Disposal Plant. eo o cel 
Department. The contest required Many interesting applications of i’ € “ey dime | aT ates 
a drawing and a tracing of a dis- sewage treatment and purification oo - Hs 1s 
charge casing for a centrifugal equipment were observed here. " Ver ot PA me 

pump. The group next went to Menasha, 7 ct a ‘ 
Second and third prize winners where they inspected the Gilbert bi cae. Ne ‘ 

are James Miller and G. B. Chris- Paper Company. From here the 7 4 
tensen, respectively. Arthur Larson engineers went to the Hotel Apple- - «E = 
received honorable mention. The ton, and for the rest of the day r , fy | 
prizes considered by the committee every man was on his own. a ‘ ie , y 
in charge of the contest include a Al Jones, Fred Rehm, and Jim i : - : 
slide rule as first prize, and two Yonk, all of whom have “contacts” : 4 a\al 
engineering handbooks as second at Lawrence College, were success- 4 “ , 
and third prizes, respectively. ful in lining up about thirty dates a am ap i F 

W. S. Cottingham of the Civil for the boys, and the mob retired = 14 ik | He 
Engineering Department, R. W. to the Twentieth Century Club for : BH = / 
Fowler of the Extension Division, a quiet evening. Yonk was espe- ie p. 4 a i a le 
and G. F. Tracey of the Electrical cially happy, as he dug up an old ale ye | Lt 5 | pe = 
Engineering Department were the flame, and they had quite a time & nF ig judges who made the difficult remembering the old days. An ac- - : : ’ fod. pes 
choices. curate account of the last hours of at | 

. Informal pictures taken by William 
Stieg, junior chemical engineer. No pic- 

ho bk tures of the plants were taken due to war 807 pe 350 "I a i restrictions. 
(oy Lo SEN 4 —<—S lo. 1— Waiti: 8 A faite Ee doy mooning, in teams oe (ot Geek Aten, | =e & ith ed eee Engineering Building. 

ow J td . er { & a ; i No. 2—Paul Opitz trying to: study on formas BE Sa the bus. 
ay + cree Bt No. 34 i 

| a Pattee : Spaced ee) BEES am 

| /| AYU | : rd Wn ae iN % Tuesday morning the busses took 
(f Be) He it 4 4 e4 hey 16 ib oe group to the ne of Paper 

" ee i A ade i emistry at Appleton and to the 
; ey) | etd BOER Thilmany Paper Company at Kau- 
r Me AN aus toe kauna. The last place visited was i . I i ST eee | fs 4 Es ey the Marathon Paper Company at hs | Midetied Ciherwse be. —7§ ———— Menasha, which makes bread wrap- 

— eens eaben Sl wiser seem sce] conten, poe ft Net aging materials. 
Prize Winning Drawing — Richard J. Stabnow (continued on page 35) 
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America’s unlimited source of \Mlagnesium 

EVEN TODAY with astronomical figures that the ocean can be looked to for this of tapping the inexhaustible waters of the 

a commonplace, nine billion isa number precious weight-saving metal. sea as a basic magnesium source. 

sufficiently vast fe jolt the attention of Magnesium is now being extracted from Within nine months after construction 

anyone except, perhaps, an astrophysicist. seq water. The metal has been rolling out started on the coastal plant, the ocean 

Imagine trying to count up to nime since January, 1941—a chemical and was giving up its treasure. The waters of 

billion! Yet that is the total you would engineering feat accomplished for the the sea were pouring in and the metal 

have to reach if you counted every pound _ first time in history. was rolling out in ever-mounting volume. 

Pe ie cute i thee could be produced Fortunately, for our national defense , 

rom a cubic mile of sea water. program, Dow had been producing mag- 

When you recall that magnesium, lightest  nesium from brine since 1915. This had 
of all structural metals, is vital to the con- given American industry 25 years of | 

struction of airplanes and other war-time experience in the characteristics and } 

equipment, you begin to realize the im- fabricating technique of magnesium. ~~ _ 

portance of those nine billion pounds. — J¢ was this quarter century of magnesium 

And when you read also that the produc- — production by its own American-devel- CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE 

tion of airplanes to be reached by theend oped processes that enabled Dow to 
O43 a : : : : TO INDUSTRY AND VICTORY 

of 1943 is set at 185,000, it is reassuring solve the chemical engineering problem 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
New York City, St. Louis, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Houston dea 
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ty Arne V. Larson, m'43 

Electricals pany at Singapore, has not been heard HANSON, LORING, MS’32, at one 
MARTIN, CLARENCE F., ’25, for- from since last January. time instructor in mechanics at this col- 

merly in the electrical engineering de- THIESSEN, FRANK C., 10, died sud- lege and recently with the Portland Ce- 
partment of the Chicago Rapid Transit denly on April 15 at his home in Shore- ment Association, has been appointed 
Company, is now in Camp Forrest, Tenn. wood Hills, a suburb of Madison. He assistant engineer with the U. S. Engi- 
JORDON, ROY D., ’27, has left the had been an engineer with the Wiscon- neer Office at Buffalo, N. Y. 

publicity department of General Electric sin Public Service Commission for many WIRTH, HARVEY E., ’41, has re- 
to become a first lieutenant in the Signal years, and was an instructor in the Ex- signed his position as sanitary engineer 
Corps at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. tension department of the university for with the Wisconsin State Board of 
His former position was manager in several years. Health to take a position in the office of 
charge of industrial advertising for Gen- CLARK, H. WESLEY, ’20, city engi- the Quartermaster General at Washing- 
eral Electric. neer of Niagara Falls, N. Y., has been ton, under the immediate direction of 
BLENCOE, SHIRLEY G., °33, is with appointed acting city manager to fill the Prof. L. H. Kessler. 

the Signal Corps, in Memphis, Tenn. vacancy caused by the death of the city PLATT, HAROLD A., °41, is with 
SMITH, N. W., °35, formerly with the manager on March 7. H. C. AMUNDSON 24, city engineer 

Northern States Power Company of Eau WILLSON, CLARENCE A., °21, cf Baraboo. Since graduation, Platt has 
Claire, Wis., has been called to active CE’26, left early in April to take up du- been with the U. S. Engineers on the 

duty with the U. S. Army and at the ties as senior structural engineer in the construction of an air field at Fort 
present time is with the Signal Corps at Bureau of Industrial Conservation, War Wayne, Ind., and with Mead, Ward and 
ee ar Bae: canih Production Board, at Washington, D. C. Hunt on the work at Camp McCoy. 

S y a , wit! 

the Interstate Power Company, has been © 
promoted to operating superintendent, sonsiiaapeemmentersesn . — Mining and Metallurgy 
and was transferred to the Spring Valley we ALBERS, FRANCIS C., ’40, has been 
district in Minnesota. ol a granted a leave of absence from Timken 
SUNDEEN, CECIL E., °38, who is in an , Axle Company and has been commis- 

the educational department of the Wis- Po. Z | ie sioned ensign in the United States Navy 
consin Electric Power Company of Mil- _v 4 . and is on active duty at Washington, 
waukee, was in Madison April 30. - | DC 
BONCYK, CLARENCE J., ’40, for- _. _ | GIBBENS, JOHN, ’41, has been 

merly with the Interstate Power Com- —_ granted a leave of absence by Shell Oil 
pany, Dubuque, Ja, is now inthe Avia- _ i) " 7. Company, Inc., and has been accepted 
tion Cadet Engineering school at Cha- : o ve a by the United States Army as a candi- 
nute Field, Illinois. He expects to finish 7 2 date for a commission upon the satis- 
this course in July. % a | factory completion of the Air Service 

KAISER, LYLE A., ’40, was married , eo course in meteorology. Gibbens is pursu- 
to Louise Kalk of Plymouth, Wis., June a i ing these studies at the California Insti- 
1, 1941. _*- — tute of Technology. 

° wil ; \ GOODIER, WILLIAM R., ’41, has 
ivil been granted a leave of absence by Shell 

KENNEDY, Bil A., ’06, is an as- Oil Company, Inc., and was ordered to 
sistant superintendent on one of the & : active duty in the United States Naval 
shifts of the ship building plant operated : % 4 Reserve and has just completed an _in- 
by the Todd Shipbuilding Corporation i 4 tensive training program at the United 
at Long Beach, Calif, SA States Naval Academy at Annapolis. 
VAN METER, THOMAS E., ’07, died Goodier has been ordered to further 

on January 30. He had been with the Cc. A. WILLSON duty in a continuation study in com- 
Deere Company of Moline, Ill, for many munications. 

years. . ' ‘ HABUSH, MILTON, ’41, is with the 
MATHEWS, WILLIAM W., 08, je Mahi aete For a hee Rel. Stevens and’ Koons. Engincering Com: CE’26, superintendent of the sewage low divati FE hi pany working on reinforced concrete at owing graduation. For many years he + 

treatment plant at Gary, Ind., was host has been structural engineer in the office the Unatilla Ordnance plant, Hermis- 
to a party of 38 civil engineering stu- of the state architect at Madison He has tony Ore, dents and faculty members of this col- also been, acting secretary for the Wis- SCHUKNECHT, G. G., °41, is work. 
lege on April 16, when the party visited eoiisin Registration Boatd of Agchitécts ing as chief engineer on the Cocoli Proj- 
the plant on its spring trip. He has been and Professional Engineers. ect, Canal Zone, for Hegeman, Swinner- 
in nate Sec aoe since ies Suen’ SCHNEIDER, GEORGE R., °22, has ton, and McClure Company. 5 ! 
in August, . Prior to that date, he 7 9 > K ny, 742: as also ~ 
was engineer on the construction of the been appointed chief of the engineering been commissioned Men of the United 
plant for Alvord, Burdick, and Howson, division of the U. S. Engineer Office at States Navy and is on active duty in 
consulting engineers and designers of the Little Rock, Ark. Washington, D. C. 
plant. L. R. HOWSON, 08, is a mem- BAILLIES, DUNCAN S., ’29, is an STERN, MARVIN, ’42, has a position 
ber of the firm. associate civil engineer with the Civil with the American Steel & Wire Com- 
STOCKER, EDWARD C., ’09, resi- Aeronautics Administration in Chicago, pany, Duluth, Minn. 

dent engineer for the Texaco Oil Com- a (continued on page 35) 
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"The next number will be 

° 
free with 6 box tops, followed 

. 
by occasional showers" 

rea ash. a a ne -wvwiemy DOubletalk? No, it’s how radio 

i ee ee would sound if stations couldn't 

— re gr” nag em ewe. ©=de kept on their assigned fre— 
—~# Be ss ES eee quencies. The problem was licked 

i . ° once and for all when engineers 
i fy = a rg : discovered how to regulate radio 

ei — Monge: oes frequencies with a tiny disc of 

a a —— ae ota quartz crystal, the thickness of 

ee ae a ee eee | which governs the length of the 

& ao a waves. Precision cutting, grind- 
8 re nl fing and finishing of the quartz, 

4 | ie ; ~< Se im a process Carborundum helped 

UG : ———— ™ pioneer, makes today’s accurate 
ee : ee ee |) control possible. 

- No larger than a thumb nail, Aig Tama! hie : 
only about 1/16th inch thick, f= ey po 

_ these oscillators must be fine @ “==>)\ SR ee. ©» 
a ished to limits as close as a eae a a ep. | r 

: ce 1/100th the diameter of a hair. sii, Soi, ey y e 
: a With the aid of Carborundum ae ON 

oe Brand Abrasive Grains and Pow— —— a eo 

Cran a ders, the discs are made with “we Ye Ve 
eee ee optically flat and parallel - wo O(N i= &® 

ce — oo surfaces, and thickness so ee ee Ne 
Cs ee accurate it must be measured i Bi 

cent ane in terms of light wave length. a 

i a LP. In the development of many modern 

G ae. Le se aids to living, abrasives have 
a 1 es” played a vital part. And Carborundum 

GE || 1 Ae skill and knowledge have made much 
fo ZO) of this progress possible. These 
ae? ps"\ = facilities will be at your disposal 

4 EE. Z no matter what industry you go into. 
a ee AN i The Carborundum Company, Niagara 

et, ~~ A Falls, New York. 
oe BE OE | 
poe eet 
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Oo { Source of Base Stocks 
\. My ys , The base stocks required for synthetic rubber are fur- 
\ ee A] nished by the petroleum industry, being primarily four 

, \ \: ge a j #2 carbon atom hydrocarbons such as butane, isobutane, 
N Ve, oe , if t butene and others. They are present in the more volatile 

oN ye" / Loe: 5 fractions of distillation units, in natural gasoline, and are 
ec > % aw Ve A formed in cracking operations. It is important to note ens RNG i f Be re . _ : On Ss RE that these same stocks are required for aviation gasoline. 

ae aN? i inp « : : oa” BS. Thus the production of these items must be greatly in- 
~ ES i 2 

: . . A KF, creased. One source for materials will be the gasoline ANY s/s : . Cay going to you and me. You have probably noticed that 

0 ; a ae 

; . Removing |. J <a 
“Greenfield” Taps, Dies and Gages are help- sheet of raw ASS Se - a 
. . . ‘ synthetic a a aie: OS ing to build practically every plane and engine #ibbed oui | —_ oa 
used by our Army and Navy. wash mill. ac 4 i Br i 

70 years of practical experience enable these or ee ain fo 
33 . gated roll. ic La . 

tools to meet Uncle Sam’s most rigid require- e . 4 Med ie % 

ments. That experience is one reason why “ee 3 | 
skilled workers and production men always a fee 

in tt ” 
have confidence in “Greenfield” tools. your car’s engine knocks easily these days: that’s because 

é ie BORMORATION certain components are being taken from your gasoline 
EE ee ND OE ee for synthetic rubber and 100 octane gasoline. It has been 

coe , oo estimated that some 35,000 barrels per day of base stocks P y 
CWA aa staal will be required for rubber and from 50,000 to 80,000 

PAAVLN barrels will be required for gasoline. This is a total of 
TAPS DIES GAGES - IWISTDRILLS - REAMERS SCREW PLATES + PIPE TOOLS 80,000 to 115,000 barrels a day. A recent survey of the , , : 

SYNTHETIC RUBBER oil industry indicates that about 129,000 barrels a day 5 
A ef : cee are available or can be made available. Thus within a 

\eontinued stron pages) period of months, the necessary supply of raw stocks for 
synthetic rubber too high, so the Reconstruction Finance the rubber industry can be provided. The erection of 
Corporation only financed four pilot plants of 2,500 tons plants and design and fabrication of the expensive and 
each. complicated equipment are jobs requiring hundreds of 

Now that plans for large-scale production have finally thousands of man-hours, and cannot be done over- 
materialized, the night. This work is going on with all possible speed. It / See ; ef F i i i 
manufacture of (= Om las a %, is expected that production will reach 100,000 tons in 
rubber will con- ford | a ble 1942. Mr. W. L. Batt, director of materials of the War i; ee mee | : “ OF sist of the fol- ota , i Production Board, told the Truman investigation com- « es a Py z G lowing general * ‘ By OE bt mittee of the Senate in March that 300,000 tons of syn- 

steps: call me thetic rubber will be turned out in 1943, and that our 
Cae | eo  » * 7 : (1) Accumu- 7 | el ee goal should be reached in 1944. Then if all goes well, 

lation of suitable 4% e : ro ae +. Ma synthetic rubber should take over just about the time our 
base stocks, such of’ ce a Ge i —_ stock pile runs out. If American industry succeeds in this 
as butanes, a & — i en. tremendous undertaking of making a half million tons a 
cracking stocks, ie ee, wg year of rubber from petroleum, the Land of the Rising 
crude oil, etc. ie = Sun will have learned a lesson. 

2 3 — _(2) Decompo Block of new synthetic rubber being cut 
sition and/or into chunks before processing. BIBLIOGRAPHY 
dehydrogenation of these stocks into butanes, butenes, (1) Stone, Aiden M., Yale Scientific Magasine, Spring, 1942, Page 10. 
and butadiene. (2) Bridgewater, E. R., Journal of Franklin Institute, March, 1942, 

(3) Purification of these products. Pages 227-30. 
(4) Polymerization Se RC ehsdtlion operations to pro- (3) Barthel, Mervin, The Quadrant, Winter, 1941. 

duce eubbes, (4) Hopkins, M. B., Mining and Metallurgy, March, 1942, Page 151, 
° / a (5) Oil and Gas Journal, January, March, 1942. (5) Compounding, shaping, fabrication of the rubber (6) Aero Digest, March, 1942 

into finished products, including vulcanization. (7) Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, February, 1942, 
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CAMPUS NOTES... ALUMNI NOTES... Chemicals 

(continued from page 28) (continued from page 32) aN ERSt age is en. 
Mechanicals gaged to Mary Anna Backus of La 

ARMY INSTITUTE NOVOTNY, CHARLES H,, 7°32, Cfo ; 
AT MADISON MS’33, is company commander of Com- RUNDORFF, ROBERT L., 723, 

Working in collaboration with pany D, 5th Battalion Ordnance Place- MS’24, ChE’36, gas engineer with the 
the university: extension division. ment Training Center, Aberdeen Prov- Northern States Power Company of Min- 

y oO > ing Ground, Md. He was formerly the neapolis, was a recent visitor in Madison. 

the U. S. Army has set up head- fuel and steam rate engineer for the HARRISON, DON,, °40, has resigned 
quarters in the abandoned school Gulf Oil Corporation, Port Arthur, Tex., his position with the Connecticut Coke 

at the corner of Johnson and Park and has been in the service since August & Gas Company of New Haven, Conn., 

Ss Called the “A Insé 1, 1941. and will enter naval training at Annapo- 

eceets, “Keallec. “Hiei “UAEMY: antstie SCHLINTZ, HAROLD, °41, former- lis, Md. 
tute,” it is an organization designed ly with the United Light & Power Serv- WESTPHAL, RALPH, °41, was mar- 

to provide a means for enlisted ice Company, Davenport, Ia., is now with ried to Lorraine Jorgensen of Water- 

men: ‘of cout aking tO Get Ome aa. the Consolidated Aircraft Corporation at town, April 18. 

y to's San Diego, Calif. 
vanced correspondence “book learn- 

‘ ; 5 Note how Ampco Metal is used at vital points to s 
ing” while they are in the army. TNT ee a haha ote a 

Le 
The institute here is the only one F Way) seREW 

“ : : ry 16 
in the country, although it was orig- G6 

inally planned to provide several. { 1 LEAD C4 dA = 

The University of Wisconsin was 1 BEVEL GEAR = Wy Pir AY Ls [4 

selected because it pioneered in the faet ‘ my \y AYA d Fb y pcan SCRE y 
field of correspondence study, and eee ae GRADE 16, \ \ 

x me 9 ? ea 
the extension division was so well eV wn Ryd 14 

organized for the duties. eee aati HE YAN I 16 

Col. Wm. R. Young is the com- p ey ytd ral with old: Saal NY 

mandant, and Lt. Strong the prin- lap anni if poe A) 

cipal and adjutant. Master Sgt. R. 4 12d \oaatalls H & 

N. Drake is chief clerk. The in- y \\ A a Q 

structional staff is provided by the A 1S a PG 

university, although the texts are t VITAL POIN ° Al 

the same as used by the Interna- 

tional Correspondence Schools. e e ° 
ie cas aie eal peclliee 3 to 5 Times More Service Life 

which can be placed in the soldier’s Customer satisfaction — continuous production — depend upon 

pocket wherever he goes. the smooth functioning of all parts of the machine. Vital parts 
subject to friction and wear must give long life— must stand up 

Da and “take it’ under severe operating conditions. 

we ) ° Nu Designing engineers and production executives who specify 

en”, hy a materials are incorporating parts of Ampco Metal into their 

hw hte equipment at strategic points — for this alloy of the aluminum ’ Sd 
5 tA “Y bronze class has the strength, hardness, and wearability so 

we | necessary for gruelling service. 

OPPs = | | Ampco Metal is made in six alloy variations, suiting it for a 

= secs wide range of service applications. Physical properties are uni- 

About ewo-thivds of the: courses formly high. It is essentially a bronze for the tough jobs—where 

f : : F 1 other metals fail. Usually Ampco 
are o an engineering nature, al- URE A ill bl : f th: t fi ti 

vailable gives from three to five times more 

though none of them are standard AMPCO Dee = secvide Hien Gidinary bronges, 
. , ca ; 

college courses and credits are sel- AS UAE industrial Bronzes Ask for Literature 

dom transferrable. No special al- Catalogue . The panel to the left contains a list of 
| ill b de at th Ampco-Trode Coated Aluminum literature available describing Ampco 

Owances With. made al e camps, Bronze Welding Rod ' Metal as used in varied applications. Ask 

meaning that the soldier has to do Ampco Metal in MeN ee and for those bulletins that meet your needs. 
. soe i shit 

the work in addition to what he Ampco Metal in ; AMPCO METAL, INC. — 

does now, and dig it out with in- Amgen, stat tn Dies aatatant Department WE-5 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

structors. ee ica —_ \ 
Metal in Aircra’ 

A student may take only one pee ital tp ivael WAY 

course at a time—unless he is very Castings | 
oe - o 

exceptional—and must pay $2.00 Ampes metal ia Hoey oe 
gs iner i 

for each course. Commissioned of- ‘Ampeo Metal in Gears we : BS 

ficers are not eligible to take courses. 5 Moral without an cout <EO 

(continued on page 38) 
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. t STATIC... by Roger Robbins e 42 

A favorite bit of humor going the rounds in Washing- A small boy was very much interested in watching a 
ton today is the Ballad of Charlie McCoffus. Many a bald-headed man scratch the fringe of hair around the 
worker, falling victim to the comma hounds or the stick- side of his head. The man kept it up so long that the 
lers for red tape, chants the ballad to soothe ruffled boy reached over and said in a loud whis er, “Say, mister, P vy Pp Y 

feelings. you'll never catch him that way. Why don’t you run him 
out into the open?” 

A field engineer named Charlie McCoffus e 
Worked all day in the field and all night in the Office oo. Checking contracts and vouchers and estimates too Do you know what happens when a body is immersed 
To be picked all to bits by the Washington crew. in water? 

For the boys in D.C. in their double-lens specs, The telephone rings. 
Their sallow complexions and fried collar necks e 

Care not for the time nor the money they waste. There lived in the same town two men named John If a carbon is missing, a comma misplaced, 
ey They bounce back the paper with ill-concealed jecrs Brown. One was a real estate man, the other a minister. 

To harass the hard-working field engineers. On the same day, the minister died, and the real estate 
To get back to Charlie, he struggled along man left for Florida. Three days later the real estate 
Till an ache in his head told him something was wrong. man wired his wife, but by mistake the wire reached the 
He went to the Doctor, and “Doctor,” said he, , ; wrong Mrs. Brown. The wire read, “Arrived safely, but “There’s a buzz in my brain, what’s the matter with me?” ¥ own. 

the heat is terrific. 
Well, the medico thumped, as medicos do e 
And he tested his pulse and his reflexes too, 
And his head and his heart and his throat and each lung, A Northern woman, unaccustomed to the ways of our 
And Charlie said “Ah” and stuck out his tongue. new army, was traveling in the South and unknowingly 
Then the Doctor said, “Gad, what SHALLOW. Escape; entered war-maneuver territory. One day upon coming But a quick operation will put you in shape.” ; ae to a bridge she was waved to a stop by a soldier in full “Your brain’s overworked like a motor run down . battle array. 
And you're flirting with death every time you turn ’round, % > . : 553 : I must take out your brain for complete overhauling, ‘You can’t cross this bridge, lady,” barked the soldier. 
In the interim, take a respite from your calling.” “We have just blown it up.” 
So Charlie McCoffus went winder the knife, Getting our of her car the astonished traveller walked 
He struggled home brainless and kissed his own wife, up closer to the bridge but could see nothing wrong with 
While Old Doctor Loomis and two other men it. Dumbfounded, she decided to investigate further and Were putting his brain in order again. . : 5 Well, the weeks rolled along and Charlie McCoffus walked over to another soldier lying peacefully in some 
Never called for his brain at the medico’s office. shade. “Young man,” she inquired, “can you tell me any 
The Doctor got worried, gave Charlie a ring, reason why I can’t cross this bridge?” 
Said, “You'd better come over and get the darned thing.” “Sorry, I can’t tell you, ma’am,” was the sober reply, “Thanks, Doe, I don’t need it,” said Charlie McCofus, “I don’t know. I've been dead for three days.” 
“Tm being transferred to the Washington Office.” . 

e So Charlie now wears a fried collar‘at work, . And he hides in the lairs where the auditors (work) lurk, A little nonsense now and then, And his letters bring tremors of anger and fear A little horse play on the side, To the heart of each hard-working field engineer, Was relished by the wisest men, 
And the pride and joy of the Washington Office . : Is brainless, predacious, young Charlie McCoffus. Who really lived before they died. 
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strip poker and lost.” Lo a rt—<“——Oe = a. 

AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS FOR CIVILIANS kom FE KIN Rh : GER ‘CHROME C on 
f 1 .  epcco’ | 

1. As soon as bombs start dropping, run like a rabbit. It . — -ENGINEER’S TAPE : | 

doesn’t matter where—just run. LL Poceen he! _ i a8 e 
. . 5 _ Engineers who like a durable, compact, easily read steel 

2. Wear track shoes if possible. If the people running |) (ape eke special nole of tho Lufkin “Ranger.” Its tard | 

ahead of you are slow, you won’t have any trouble | flexible steel line is 4” wide with jet back markings 
® x ¥ | that stand out prominently against the smooth, satin | ‘ or is stand out oth, 5 a 

passing them or jumping over them. . | chrome surface. Graduations in feet. tenths and hun | 

3. Take advantage of opportunities you find handy when Ee 2 dredths—or feet, inches and eighths. See it at | 

air raid sirens sound the warning of attack or blackout, Poe. a 1 eetlers Age wee ier ttee (Catalog 3% 4 

for example: L dl a ee : | 

(a) If in a bakery, grab a pie. 7 pss ay “—— Se : 

(b) If in the Rathskeller, grab a beer. Td Peo : ue tz cl 

(c) If in the Play Circle, grab a blonde. . | = oh ae ye ao 

4. If you find an unexploded bomb, pick it up and shake ws Nee | 

it. Maybe the firing pin is stuck. | fer . ro ey. S \ | 

5. If an incendiary bomb is found burning in a building, € os je 4 i y bp 

throw gasoline on it. You can’t put it out anyhow, so AN Ye 4 la / F, gy spd 

you might just as well have a little fun. ; Pe | a Sof 7 fee, YY 

6. When the first bombs fall, holler like “bloody mur- 1 a ea Be yyy A 

der.” It will add to the fun and confusion and scare pe a ye oe fs 

the kids into hysterics. So | Ly ae 

7. It is well to have onions or limburger cheese handy as 2 eg Sey 
i 3 ene 

a snack before entering a crowded air raid shelter. It ae  S pai” got gt 

may make you very unpopular, but you'll have a lot See Ree : 

more room for yourself. Lat C4 

8. If you should be the victim of a direct hit, don’t go to 

pieces—just lie still, The sanitation squad will attend ADE. a A cr Lee iy BR S anal Oni cone 

to you. 

cory yf * 

ae) 

Ji EES Ak . “i ° | SEN ZZ 

Make your Thesis Reservation Now To Win A War, J bgt Ga ah 
A BAN TX1), 

DEADLINE IS MAY 22 | % (i fe a 
¢ on a WO 

| AX YN» I) Ar fe MOE] 
PROMPT, ACCURATE WORK } \ et Aa CB 

yy @ 7m | Vi AN Peli AH a 0 
Ninalece syeuns! exberlence ERED i EP 

N Behind the guns—behind the machines and the motors 

COLLEGE TYPING Co. that drive them — is steam, “prime mover” of all 

Next to Lower Campus Baporr 3747 industry. e Each time we find a way to squeeze an 
extra B.T.U. from a pound of coal or a gallon of oil, 

— ee a industrial output is accelerated and implements of 

2S 6888080 war rush sooner to waiting hands at the front. Because 

a B&W engineers have always been the first to origi- 

Let us | nate major improvements in boilers, Babcock & 
| Wilcox has become America’s largest producer of 

Service your car for | steam generating equipment. e Today, all our efforts 

we | are devoted to helping 

Carefree Summer Driving | | FREE 14-PAGE BOOKLET | utilities and industrial 
noe Daven OL Mater-Tnbe plants produce the pow- 

‘oiler Units.” Not a manuai , ‘, 

CARE FOR YOUR CAR Sr icsee tbh ig) 89 wth wate book explains what types of > 

FOR YOUR COUNTRY boilers are used for the most | we shall stand ready to 
common types of service and} serve you whose hands 

Your TEXACO Dealer why. Your copy will be sent) will guide the future of 

BERGUNDE and SKARET jones dL American industry. 
Prone B. 3667 1526 University Avenue Manison, Wis. THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY... 85 LIBERTY STREET .....NEW YORK,NY 

LUBRICATION : WASHING. BATTERIES =z! c a} Cc "4 & WI ae Oo X 
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CAMPUS NOTES... KAPPA ETA KAPPA bert. Another group of several 
(continued from page 35) INITIATES hundred have arrived and are 

MINING CLUB GUESTS On April 25 ten electrical engi- housed in the stadium dorms. 
The Mining Club will hold a neering students were formally initi- The organization has remained 

joint meeting with the Chicago Sec- ated into Kappa Eta Kappa, pro- unchanged, although much _ en- 
tion of the American Institute of fessional electrical engineering fra- larged. Now, besides Lieut. Schu- 
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers ternity. They are: Jack Asti, Al- bert, Ensign P. M. Wick, Ensign N. 
on May 16 at 1:00 p.m. in the Min- fred Baguhn, Emanuel Harrison, B. Douglas, Ensign G. A. McKin- 
ing and Metallurgy Building. Twen- Thomas Jepson, Russell Johnson, ley; Ensign R. P. Ross, Ensign C. L. 
ty members and their wives from Joe Nettesheim, Clarence Rice, Ar- Nelson, Lieut. M. O. Boudry, and 
Chicago will be guests of the Min- ; ; 

Gerald Slavney is chairman of eo oo Ce ee 7S ve a : : 
the meeting and is being assisted by or ce er — _ = i ao 
the following: Jack Schultz and ee ne A cy é : Ed 
Jerry Schlass, chefs; Harold Gold- 1 gee oe. cea a \ ¥ \ 7 ~ Nes os Ph / 

. . NS a “ oy bia fein, music; Walter Wollering, & SN x | : ee 

transportation; Harry Kalvonjian, oe Vii ve i ee ™ 
reception; Jimmie Judy, chief dish- i 5 a ba ial May : 4 he 7 Y : . 
washer. » fp a ¢ . " | ‘ 

The train will arrive at 12:30 at oe > c 

the east side depot and they will be sy ee ee i 
brought immediately to the Mining : . : : ee | i * re ] cs 

is planned. A group picture will be te ~ oe pe oe 
taken in front of the building. oo i — — oe : 4 ol 

Schlass and Schultz are serving a / -_ os e hil oo 

baked ham dinner with all the trim- ee aa SAEAnoeemno Nn Se 
mings. Sailors marching to class. 

he welcoming address: «will ‘be thur Schultz, Joe Salay, and Don- officer-in-charge, Lieut. E. H. Schu- 
given by Beesident C. A. Dykstra ald Strate. A special feature of the several non-commissioned men have of the University and will be fol- h : f b dded 
lowed by Dean F. Ellis Johnson of program . she Presentation or 8 een Baicec ‘ : 4 service plaque to Miss Mary Lieut. Schubert believes the boys 
the College of Engineering and by O’Keefe for her unselfish and effec- are developing a real Wisconsin Governor Julius P. Heil. : ‘ : oe . es tive devotion to her duty as assist- spirit, and appreciate the invitations 

® ant to Dean Millar. extended by various houses. They 
TRIANGLE INITIATES e are engaging in intramural activi- 

Triangle, the engineering social ties on the campus besides being di- 
fraternity, initiated the following NAVAL RADIO SCHOOL vided into companies among them- 
men on April 26: About one-third of the boys in selves. The leaders of these sections 

Edward R. Drott, Jr., Ralph E. the naval radio school have shown are D. L. Dreyfus, R. E. Leonard, 
Baillargeon, W. Bernard Ille, and promise of being expert radio tech- R. E. Riess, R. W. Forke, C. R. 
Robert H. Lanz. nicians already, according to the Snapp, and. C. F. Cooper. 
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JET PROPULSION ... a : 
(continued from page 12) BAS Wandy OH MITE 

climb, speed, maneuverability. Without a propeller, much D 

less ground clearance would be required, so greater advan- Ohm ay rT ls “ATOR _O 

tage might be taken of the “blanketing effect” between = TH MATE OHM'SO LAW, SAG mien 

wing and ground for landing, and perhaps the retracting Get HAL Seria BS 1 aR] i 

gear might be eliminated. Better location for the pilot and ce Ee ce Fae 
enya CITE a th hee PR oe Py ve 

his armament could be provided. The various designs pee gE uh piri SS oon om | ea S 

lend themselves well to enclosure in the wings or fuselage, ps Sepp ee 2 oe "6 our 

reducing drag. Boundary layer pressure may be turned ) ore a a | Eo SES 

to account for the air intake, or it may be controlled over “as eo oe My eee 

large areas by the proper direction of the discharge. In ene memeneT eet eo gp wi mee | 

larger aircraft, as in electric power plant operation, several Bele = * oe pear 

engines might be provided to run during “peak demand” bs Cae 

conditions, but perhaps only one or two would run at . . 

optimum conditions for economical cruising. * Figures Ohms, Watts, Volts, Amperes--Easily! 

It should be noted that by employing jet propulsion, Solves any Ohm's Law problem with one setting of the slide. No slide 

‘ rule knowledge required. All values are direct reading. Scales on both 
whether the power plant or plants are located in the : 

; . ‘ . sides cover the current and wattage range for motors, generators, lamps, 
fuselage or in the wings, a number of important modifica- ail ; eo 
uselage 01 4 : electrical apparatus and other applications up to 100 amperes or 1000 

tions in aircraft design become possible. The absence of watts; also for the low current high resistance radio, sound and electronic 
the propeller confers manifold advantages. For instance, applications. Specially designed by Ohmite Engineers. Size 4%" x 9". 

the fuselage may be quite low for servicing, permitting 
th in: to b laced cl to thi d k Yours for only ttt 

€ wings to be placed close to the ground to make 10c { OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO. 
possible full use of the “cushioning effect” between wings torcover handling'cose, 4961 Flournoy St., Chicago, U. S. A. 

and ground on landing. The pilot may be seated well | Bo ee telin clon few 

forward and given a wide field of view with no inter- a ae es Naitie 

ference and a less restricted field of fire. OHMITE Ais a cs 

° Cheyer SR 
Volume 40 of Fiscie features a series of articles on jet propulsion of Ce GEE a ue 

craft. For more complete information, we refer you to the Engineering 
Library, where these issues of Fiacwr are on file. 

For Used Texts ® For Drawing 
@ 50% of the price you paid for texts Instrument Sets; 

in good condition and needed for Equipment; Slide Rules 

the Fall Semester. @ Get Brown’s higher prices before you 
sell your drawing set or equipment. 

@ Even higher prices given in trade for @ Brown’s will buy all your books and. 

other books or supplies. e equipment regardless of where you 

purchased them. 

WISCONSIN’S LARGEST COLLEGE BOOK STORE 

> > ~ 
CORNER STATE and LAKE STREETS 
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CAMPUS NOTES... MINING BUILDING ing at a piston type rock drill, 
(continued from page 38) DRILL mounted on a tripod. Any lawyers 

RESEARCH’ CONFERENCE Have you been wondering too? lurking about are free to attempt to 

The senior engineering students Ever since 1932 when the Mining move it. The drill itself weighs 285 

who held Wisconsin Alumni Re- and Metallurgy Department moved pounds while the mounting weighs 

search Foundation research appren- into its present building, Johnny Q. another 150 pounds. Using air at 
ticeships presented papers on their Mechanical Engineer, hurrying to 100 pounds gauge pressure, this 

year’s work May 11 in the Mechan- and from classes, has speculated drill will bore holes up to 12 feet 

ical Engineering Auditorium. Pro- wonderingly on what “that odd- in depth in the hardest rock. 

fessor R. R. Benedict was technical shaped pile of scrap-iron” mounted This piston drill and its type to- 

chairman. / in front of the building could be. day are being replaced by hammer 
The students and their subjects : Santi Sana ram ar drills in mining and tunneling op- 

were: John Brann, “Viscosity of Os res ve! he erations and in quarrying. How- 
Gases”; William Arvold, “Fixation ech age ea ever, behind it is a very distin- 

of Nitrogen”; Charles Phillips, on SZ guished record of achievement 

“X-ray Study of the Structure of es ee tt : eo throughout our mining districts, Tri- 
Cold Rolled Silver”; Lester Elmer- oN a ae ay ee State, Lake Superior, Cripple Creek, 

green, “The Measurement of the A Fs Pr Oe: i Couer d’Alene, etc 
‘ ; ; : pe a ama a eae ag, 2 OREs 

Properties: Of Dielectrics at High ee y 4 Pe = Vv Probably no other machine must 

Ezequeney Donald Bossart, <a if ae By ae os oe withstand as much abuse as does a 
el Buel Combustion 3 Robert Zoell: Sonn é ores a oe 4 eo ~— . rock drill. Steel strikes steel 1800 

ner, Low Velocity Air Meters”; : . Rk RP Ca hard blows per minute. In addition 
Clifford Tice, “Plastic Flow of Thin Drill in front of Mining to this internal mechanical pound- 
Slabs”; Culver Heffernon, “Design Building. . . . 

ing, most drills are subjected to 
of a Sheet Metal and Compacted The query became so general that rough handling, to the constant 
Sand Air Raid Shelter ; Fred Bertle we decided to take the problem to abrasion of dust, and to the cor- 
and Melvin Ree; The Calibration Professor Shorey of the mining rosive action of impure water. 

of Circular Weirs and ‘Onifices in school. So gather ’round, fellows, Hats off to the old warrior when 
the End of Large Pipes. here’s the dope: we’ve been look- next you pass—he’s earned his rest. 

| Try Our 

PRINTING SERVICE 
| . . . Oe a : | This magazine is only £ rod Tickets, Programs, Letter- 
| one of the products of our (| S ag heads, Envelopes, etc., are 

EPR . . | plant ... an example of bs Ses _ handled withthe same high 
| publication typography... LO¢ quality craftsmanship ... 
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The li e little glass fireman that draws no pay... 
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_ DisCHARGE 
_ NOZZLE 

IAKE a good look at this picture. how glass can now be made into __ glasses to withstand heat that turns 

For without a ladder you sel- accurate mechanical parts. The metals to liquid? Or that glass springs I der yo part quid? Or that glass spring 
dom get a close-up of a sprinkler bulb must shatter at a specific tem- from Corning will outlast metals in 

head. perature. And it must shatter com- fatigue tests? 

This one is said to be the last word— pletely, with no splinters to hinder —- These few examples give you an 

so reliable that industries which valve action, Too, it must fit its inkling of the growing usefulness 
. . ae A Bae ¢ ai, vane an? : . : 4 

equip their buildings with this little hardware exactly. So it’s up to of glass in these days of material 

“fireman” obtain low insurance Corning to supply glass free from shortages. No wonder engineers with 

rates. Users say it pays for itself. weakening flaws and to hold wall urgent problems say “Ask Corning.” 

When the heat of a fire reaches a cer- thickness and O.D. to the pmall Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 

tain temperature, the little “Quart- tolerances that ean mae a mea 

zoid” bulb you see in the sprinkler thereticrency “ola. sprimitier Dead: 

head is shattered by expanding Fussy? Sure. But fussy and tough 

liquid inside it. A valve is thus jobs are stock in trade at Corning. 
released, and water is directed onto Did you know for instance that 

the fire. Corning makes a light globe that 
. s ; ght ¢ 

For the engineer, there’s more to also protects industry because, 

that little bulb than meets the eye. unlike the “Quartzoid” bulb, —_ means — 

For one thing, it replaces alloys it will not shatter? That Corn- R h : Gl 

formerly used. For another, it shows ing has developed industrial esearc in ass



| 
| 

i dozens of subcontractors. 
t VL Major parts of the machines come together 
de for assembly from 12 separate subcontractors in 

(@ = five states; miscellaneous smaller parts come 
\ dL from 38 firms in seven states. Jobs of casting, 

7 annealing, and machining involve, besides 
=o |_4 foundries and steel companies, a Navy yard, 

} shipbuilding yards, a locomotive company, and 
a maker of steel safes. Co-ordinating and check- 

—_ || |_|. ——_. ing all these widespread activities is a major 
- achievement in itself, since the finished ma- 

AU-TUBE-IOGRAPHY chine has to be precise enough to cut gears with 
(GP RERAL ELECTRIC'S Radio and Tele. 2% accuracy of 3/10,000 inch. 

vision Department, in its new Radio co 
News Program with Frazier Hunt, is telling aa 
the story of electronics to a nation at war— _ ne 4 rT] 
a war in which electronics itself is one of our . a | , <n: 
most powerful tools. \ c ' A 

For electronics—the youthful science that eS ee S 
embraces all the varied applications of electron waa © © © \y @) - 
tubes is going into war not only on the front, os 172.9 oN ANS) 
but behind the front, where it is today revolu- ee D. ba COs, ee 
tionizing many industrial practices. — ae vi y fe TE 

; l nique about this thrice-weekly broadcast —— _—SS Eee 
(Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday) is the fact SSS 
that G.E. is using an electronic device, radio, 7 a 
to carry the story of electronics to America. ‘FILL HER UP! . 

In addition to ¢1 stations of the Columbia BECAUSE the ocean isn’t equipped with 
Broadcasting System, G.E. is using the first fillmg stations every few miles, naval 
network of FM_ stations ever to carry a Vessels must carry enough fuel for long voyages. 
regular series of broadcasts. And because finding storage room aboard for 

this fuel is a serious design problem, anything 
i Dart which cuts down fuel consumption is a great 

] | bal advantage. ; ; 
na | | Most naval ships today are driven by steam 

/j Y | turbines connected to the propeller shafts, 
ee i through reduction gears. And turbine engineers, 

— 2 working with the Navy, have pioneered in the 
/ \ use of higher steam pressures and temperatures 

jf | Wa — producing turbines of such improved effi- 
“iS beet |) a ciency a in modern pees the fuel consump- 

i Sage tion per horsepower is from 25 to 40 per cent 
PLEASED TO MEET YOU lower than in vessels of the same type used 

I! USED to take General Electric 18 months during the first World War. Thus it has been 
to build one of the great 27s-ton machines possible to design ships with greater cruising 

that cut low-speed gears for cargo-ship propul- radius for the same amount of fuel oil, or with 
sion sets. Today that time has been halved by more armor and guns for the same over-all 
farming out the construction of parts to weight of the ship. 
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